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1.0
1.1

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY
GENERATION FACILITIES
General Information

This document has been written to advise federal and provincial agencies, local government, the public, First
Nation Communities and other Aboriginal groups of the proposed Trillium Power Wind 1 Project, hereinafter
referred to as the ‘Project’, or as ‘TPW1’. The Project is an offshore Class 5 wind facility with a generation
capacity of up to 414 MW. The applicant proposing the Project is Trillium Power Wind Corporation.
The Project is subject to and must adhere to the requirements of Ontario Regulation (O.Reg.) 359/09 of the
Environment Protection Act. Under O.Reg. 359/09, the applicant (Trillium Power Wind Corporation, hereinafter
referred to as ‘Trillium’) is required to submit an Application for a Renewable Energy Approval (REA) and
receive a REA for the Project from the Director of the Environmental Approvals Branch of the Ministry of
Environment (the Director). The requirements for the Project Description Report (PDR), the focus of this
document, are set out in Section 13 and Table 1 of O.Reg. 359/09. Table 1, below, highlights the requirements
of the PDR and identifies where they are addressed.
Table 1: Project Description Requirements per O.Reg. 359/09, and location of corresponding information
in this Project Description Report
Requirement per O.Reg. 359/09

Project Description - Trillium Power Wind 1 Project

Description of any energy sources to be used to
generate electricity at the renewable energy
generation facility.
Description of the facilities, equipment or technology
that will be used to convert the renewable energy
source or any other energy source to electricity.
The class of the renewable energy generation facility.

Wind energy facility (Section 3.1)

See Section 3.2
Class 5 wind facility

Description of the activities that will be engaged in as
part of the renewable energy project.

See Section 3.4

The name plate capacity of the renewable energy
generation facility.
The ownership of the land on which the project
location is to be situated.
Description of any negative environmental effects that
may result from engaging in the project.

414 MW (Section 3.5)
See Section 3.6
See Section 4.0

An unbound, well marked, legible and reproducible
map that is an appropriate size to fit on a 215 mm by
280 mm page, showing the project location and the
land within 300 metres (m) of the project location.

See Figure 1, located at the end of the report

This Project Description will first be circulated to the Director of the Environmental Assessment and Approvals
Branch (EAAB) of the Ontario Ministry of the Environment (MOE), who, based on this document, will advise
Trillium of any First Nations that may have an interest in the Project and may wish to be engaged with respect to
its development. The Project Description and summary reports will then be provided to First Nations and then to
the public, at least 60 days prior to holding it’s second of two public information sessions.
May 28, 2010
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1.1.1

Development of List of Aboriginal Communities

Although the MOE will provide a list of Aboriginal Communities for the proponent to use to ensure sufficient
Aboriginal Engagement as part of the Project, it will not be provided for 10-12 weeks. Golder and Trillium are
currently working to create a preliminary list which will be supplemented with any additional information that the
MOE will provide at a later time.

1.1.2

Project Location

The proposed Project is an offshore wind facility to be located on Crown Land in Lake Ontario, approximately 35
kilometres (km) southwest of the City of Kingston, Ontario. The approximate centre of the Project area is located
at 43 degrees 54 minutes West, 76 degrees 39 minutes North. The facility will be constructed 500 metres (m)
southwest of Main Duck Island on the Ducks-Galloo Ridge, however no turbines will be installed on the island
itself.
Energy generated from two offshore substations will be directed through a 28 km long underwater transmission
cable to the Lennox Transformer Station (TS) near Bath, Ontario, which provides a 500 and 230 kV transmission
interconnect to the provincial power grid. Bath is located in the County of Lennox and Addington on the north
shore of Lake Ontario.
The location of the proposed Project was predicated by the good wind conditions for power production, and the
available transmission at Lennox TS. Although several commercial wind facilities have been developed, with
many in the planning stages, this is the first offshore wind power Project proposed for this area. This Project is
in line with the current government mandate, as the Government of Ontario continues to promote an increase in
renewable energy’s contribution to the Province’s power supply mix through the creation of the Green Energy
and Green Economy Act and associated Feed in Tariff program.
The proposed Project Area, as shown on Figure 1 (located at the end of the report), encompasses approximately
1.44 hectares (ha) (3.56 acres) onshore and 6,550 ha (16,185 acres) offshore. The offshore transmission cable
from the Project to the shore uses approximately 420 ha (1,038 acres) of lakebed.
Figure 1: Project Area is located at the end of this report.
Figure 1: Project Area

1.1.3

Project Layout

The Project is to be situated entirely on Crown Land in Lake Ontario, with the exception of underground
transmission cables onshore. The onshore components of the Project are located on Public land (road
allowance & Hydro One property). The physical components of the Project will be situated within the boundaries
identified on Figure 1. The Project layout is currently being designed and the exact locations of the Project
infrastructure will be provided at a later date. The boundaries have been established to allow for the selection of
the most appropriate and least constraining locations for the wind turbines and associated infrastructure, while
allowing for some flexibility in site selection as constraints or opportunities are identified.
The Project layout will be designed by considering the following factors:
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Noise guidelines for offshore wind have not been developed as of yet. In addition, Main Duck Island is
uninhabited. For onshore Project components, where possible, minimum noise setback from participating
and non-participating residences of 550 m;



Setbacks of onshore components from significant natural features and watercourses of 120 m, where
possible;



Wind conditions;



Site topography;



Minimizing disturbance to agricultural operations, where appropriate;



Avoiding potential interference with radio and telecommunications infrastructure;



Wake effects between turbines; and



Appropriate spacing of turbines to optimize transmission costs.



Shipping channels and other navigation issues;



Geophysical conditions and hydrography of Lake Ontario;



Existing archaeological/cultural resources;



Access to existing transmission infrastructure; and



Minimum 500 m clearance from the defined Lake Ontario upbound and downbound shipping lanes.

The Project design remains subject to change based on stakeholder input obtained through the consultation
program for TPW1. The layout of the offshore Project components is also dependent on the field studies,
namely marine archaeology and geophysics. The final layout will not be determined until the environmental
assessments are near completion, and the results indicate no adverse environmental impact. Transmission line
routing has been designed to minimize transmission line length, both on- and offshore and impact at the landfall
point. Trillium is committed to identifying significant natural and cultural heritage features and finding
opportunities to revise the layout to increase setbacks from these features, where possible. The preliminary
layout for the offshore portion of the Project is shown on Figure 2, and the preliminary layout for the onshore
portion of the Project is shown on Figure 3, both located at the end of this report.
Figure 2: Layout of Offshore Project Components is located at the end of this report.
Figure 2: Layout of Offshore Project Components

Figure 3: Layout of Onshore Project Components is located at the end of this report.
Figure 3: Layout of Onshore Project Components
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The centre of the offshore portion of the Project is located at approximately 43° 54' 00" W, 76° 39' 00" N. The
outer coordinates in UTM Zone 18, NAD83 format are depicted in Figure 4 below. The coordinates of individual
WTGs is found in Appendix A.
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Figure 4: Outer Coordinates of the Offshore Portion of the Project (UTM Zone 18, NAD 83)

1.2
1.2.1

Contacts
Project Proponent

Trillium Power Wind Corporation (Trillium) is the proponent of TPWI and brings a wealth of experience to the
Project.
The contacts for the Project are as follows:
John Kourtoff, Chief Executive Officer
Trillium Power Wind Corporation
130 King St. W. Suite 1800, Toronto, ON M5X 1E3
Phone: (416) 461-8484
Fax: (416) 947-0167
E-mail: jkourtoff@trilliumpower.com
Jennifer Taylor, Director, Special Projects
Trillium Power Wind Corporation
130 King St. W. Suite 1800, Toronto, ON M5X 1E3
Phone: (416) 461-8484
Fax: (416) 947-0167
E-mail: jtaylor@trilliumpower.com
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1.2.2

Project Consultant Team Representing the Applicant

Trillium has retained Golder Associates Ltd. (Golder) to prepare a REA Application under O. Reg. 359/09.
Contact information for the Golder contacts are as follows:
Anthony Ciccone, Project Director
Golder Associates Ltd.
141 Adelaide St. W., Suite 1220 Toronto, ON M5H 3L5
Phone: (416) 366-6999
Fax: (416) 366-6777
E-mail: aciccone@golder.com
Kevin Trimble, Project Manager
Golder Associates Ltd.
2390 Argentia Road
Mississauga, ON L5N 5Z7
Phone: (905) 567-4444
Fax: (905) 567-6561
E-mail: ktrimble@golder.com

2.0

PROJECT AUTHORIZATIONS

It is possible that the Project will require a federal environmental assessment. Following review of the Project
Description Report, federal agencies will determine whether or not an assessment under the Canadian
Environment Assessment Agency (CEAA) is required. In addition, a number of permits and authorizations, listed
in Table 2, may also be required.
Table 2: Selected Federal Authorizations and Permits
Permit Authorization
Canadian Environment Assessment
Act

Administering Agency

Rationale

NRCan, DFO, Transport Canada

Issuing Permits & Authorizations

Land-Use Clearance

Transport Canada - Aviation
Division
NAV Canada

Navigational Clearance

Transport Canada - Marine Division

Navigational Markers Approval

Canadian Coast Guard

Fisheries Act

Fisheries and Oceans Canada
(DFO)

Aeronautical Obstruction Clearance

DFO

May 28, 2010
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Turbine Marking & Lighting
Notice to Airmen
Crossing a Navigable Watercourse
(Onshore) or Activities within a
Navigable Waterway (Offshore)
Navigational Markers in Lake
Ontario
Authorization for the Harmful
Alteration, Disruption, or
Destruction of fish or fish habitat
(HADD)
Authorization for Installation of
Underwater
Cables
(DFO
Operational Statement)
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Additional federal acts and regulations that do not require an authorization, but will be considered and adhered
to, include the following:



Species at Risk Act (SARA); and



Migratory Birds Convention Act.

In addition to the REA, the Project may also require additional provincial authorizations. A preliminary list is
provided in Table 3.
Table 3: Selected Ontario Authorizations and Permits
Permit / Authorization
Administering Agency
Renewable Energy Approval
Application - Ontario Regulation
Ministry of the Environment (MOE)
359/09
*Certificate of Approval - Air
MOE
Ministry of Tourism and Culture
*Archaeological Clearance
(MTC)
Conservation Authority (CA) /
Fill, Construction, & Alteration of
Ministry of Natural Resources
Waterways
(MNR)
*Public Lands Act or Lakes and
Rivers Improvement Act work
MNR
permit
Encroachment Permit

Ministry of Transportation (MTO)

Land-Use Permit

MTO

Commercial Access Permit

MTO

Change of Access & Heavy /
Oversize Load Transportation
Permit

MTO

Leave-to-Construct

Ontario Energy Board (OEB)

Generator’s Licence

OEB

Transmitter Licence

OEB

Customer Impact Assessment

Hydro One

System Impact Assessment

Independent Electricity System
Operator (IESO)

*Permits included under REA process.
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Rationale
Electricity project approval
Environmental noise emissions
Archaeological & heritage
resources
If work for the transmission corridor
onshore is located within
floodplains
Onshore Project components may
cross watercourses that are
considered public lands
Crossing of provincial highways
(transmission corridor onshore)
Onshore Project works
(transmission corridor) undertaken
within 180 m of an MTO controlled
intersection
Ingress/egress from provincial
highway (transmission corridor
onshore)
Compliance with provincial highway
traffic and road safety regulations
for transport of onshore Project
components to site
Development of a HV transmission
facility
Generator Operation Permit
Transmission of electrical power to
interconnect with provincial grid
Evaluation of potential effects to
existing electrical customers
Potential effects of integrating the
Project within provincial
transmission system
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In addition to the federal and provincial project requirements, the Project will require a number of municipal
permits and approvals. Although the list may not be exhaustive, Table 4 shows a number of the permits and
approvals that may be required prior to construction, particularly for the onshore Project components.
Table 4: Selected Municipal Authorizations and Permits
Permit / Authorization
Administering Agency
Entrance Permit

Town of Greater Napanee

Building Permit

Town of Greater Napanee

Land Agreement

Hydro One

2.1

Rationale
Ingress/egress
from
Municipal
roads
Compliance with Ontario Building
Code
Use
of
land
for
onshore
transmission line

Federal Involvement

It is anticipated that a number of federal agencies will act as commenting agencies for the Project. Although it is
not yet known whether or not the Project will require a federal environmental assessment under CEAA, this will
be determined following federal review of the Project Description Report. The list of potential federal permits and
authorizations is listed in Table 2, above. In addition, the following federal agencies have been contacted as part
of the agency consultation component of the Project:



Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA);



Major Projects Management Office (MPMO)



Transport Canada (TC);



Environment Canada (EC);



Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO);



Parks Canada (PC);



Health Canada (HC);



Natural Resources Canada (NRCan); and



Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC).

3.0
3.1

PROJECT INFORMATION
Energy Sources

Wind energy will be the sole energy source used to generate electricity by the Project.

3.2

Project Components

The major components of the Project are as follows:



138 Vestas V112-3.0 MW Wind turbine generators;
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Wind turbine and substation foundations;



Two above water offshore electrical substations (34.5 kV to 230 kV);



Underwater transmission cables (34.5 kV) to connect the turbines to the substations;



Two High Voltage AC underwater transmission cables (230 kV) and 2 km of onshore underground cable to
connect the transmission substations to the provincial grid at Lennox TS;



A new switching station (connection, breakers &switches) to connect TPW1 to the station;



Staging and shipping to and from an onshore area that is already established, using existing infrastructure;



A permanent Operation and Maintenance (O&M) facility onshore; and



Temporary onshore marshalling harbour including laydown areas, construction work spaces and storage
areas (in the staging area – currently existing).

Additional detail regarding the wind turbine generators will be provided in the Wind Turbine Specification Report,
which will form part of the Project’s REA Application. The following sections provide a summary of the Project
activities throughout the life of the Project. Additional detail regarding Project activities will also be provided in
the following reports that will form part of the Project’s REA Application:



Construction Plan Report;



Design and Operations Report;



Decommissioning Plan Report; and



Offshore Wind Facility Report.

3.2.1

Wind Turbine Generator (WTG) Specifications

The WTGs that will be used for the Project are the Vestas V112-3.0 MW offshore wind turbine.
The V112-3.0 MW is a pitch regulated upwind turbine with an active yaw system and three-blade rotor. The
turbine utilizes a microprocessor pitch control system called OptiTip® and the GridStreamer® full scale
conversion for variable speed operation. The V112-3.0 MW has the technical specifications outlined in Table 5.
Table 5: Vestas V112-3.0 MW WTG Specifications
WTG Specifications
Pitch regulated with variable speed
Rated power: 3,000 kW
Cut-in wind speed: 3 m/s
Rated wind speed: 12 m/s
Cut-out wind speed: 25 m/s
Wind Class IEC: S

Power Regulation

Operating Data

Operational temperature range: standard range of -

May 28, 2010
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WTG Specifications
20°C to 40°C
Rotor diameter: 112 m
Swept area: 9,852 m2
Rotor

Operational interval: 6.7 to 17.7 rpm
Nominal revolutions: 14 rpm
Type: tubular steel tower
Hub height: This will be determined once all the
necessary wind data is collected. At this time it will
likely be between 80 and 100 m.

Tower

Frequency: 60 Hz
Converter type: full-scale converter

Electrical

Generator: permanent magnet generator
Length: 56.4 m
Blade
Maximum chord: 4 m
Height for transport: 3.3 m
Height installed: 3.9 m
Nacelle
Width: 3.9 m
Length: 14 m
Height: 3.9 m
Hub
Diameter: 3.2 m

The acoustic specifications for the V112-3.0 MW are shown in Table 6
Table 6: Acoustic Specifications for the V112-3.0 MW WTG
Item

Value

Conditions for Sound Power Level

Measurement standard IEC 61400-11 ed. 2 2002
Wind shear: 0.16
Max. Turbulence at 10 meter height: 16%
Inflow angle (vertical): 0 + 2o
Air density: 1.225 kg/m3

May 28, 2010
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Item

Value

HH
LwA 3 m/s (10 m above ground) [dBA]
Wind speed at HH (m/sec)
LwA 4 m/s (10 m above ground) [dBA]
Wind speed at HH (m/sec)
LwA 5 m/s (10 m above ground) [dBA]
Wind speed at HH (m/sec)
LwA 6 m/s (10 m above ground) [dBA]
Wind speed at HH (m/sec)
LwA 7 to 25 m/s (10 m above ground) [dBA]
Wind speed at HH (m/sec)
LwA 8 to 25 m/s (10 m above ground) [dBA]
Wind speed at HH (m/sec)
LwA 9 to 25 m/s (10 m above ground) [dBA]
Wind speed at HH (m/sec)

94 m
95.0
4.3
97.7
5.7
102.5
7.2
105.7
8.6
106.5
10
106.5
11.5
106.5
12.9

3.3

Renewable Energy Generation Facility Class

The Project is a Class 5 wind facility with a generation capacity of up to 414 MW.

3.4

Project Activities

The activities for the Site Preparation and Construction, Operations, and Decommissioning Phases of the
Project, as well as the consideration of other phases of the Project are described below. Detailed reports will be
provided for public, agency and review by First Nation communities with an interest in the Project in a manner
consistent with the requirements of O. Reg. 359/09. Preliminary considerations (which will be addressed in
greater detail in the REA Application and accompanying reports) are summarized in the remainder of this PDR.

3.4.1

Major Project Phases and Schedule Milestones

Table 7 provides the projected starting and end dates, as applicable, for obtaining an REA, for site preparation,
construction and installation, commissioning use, operating and either repowering or retiring and
decommissioning phases. Project design activities include



Planning and acquiring a REA for the Project,



Acquiring a contract with the Ontario Power Authority (OPA),



Carrying out any subsequent engineering, geotechnical assessments and site surveys and



Obtaining any other necessary approvals required to commence construction.
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All dates provided from the construction phase are contingent on acquiring approval and negotiating a Feed In
Tariff contract with the OPA by February 15, 2011 and Notice to proceed from the OPA by June 15th, 2011. If
these conditions cannot be met by this date, the scheduling milestones will have to be adjusted accordingly and
communicated through the consultation process as required under Reg. 359/09.
The construction schedule has been designed to account for minor delays that could result from a delayed
equipment arrival and adverse weather conditions.
Table 7: Major Project Phases and Scheduling Milestones
Project Design/ Obtain
Renewable
Energy
Approval

Construction
Installation

December 2009 to April
2011

July 2012 to November
2014

and

Commissioning

Operations

Repowering or Retiring
and Decommissioning

Start August 2013

Full from November 2014
to 2035

2035

It is expected that there will be a scheduled break in construction activities from November 2012 to April 2013
due to extreme weather conditions. The wind turbines are estimated to be operational for approximately 20
years. Barring routine scheduled maintenance, the turbines are expected to be operational 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, assuming appropriate wind conditions and any permit requirements that may require conditional
turbine shut down periods.

3.4.2

Site Preparation and Construction Phase

During the Site Preparation and Construction Phase of the Project the following works and main construction
activities will be undertaken:



Preparation of lakebed for the foundations, and earthworks for the onshore hard standings/laydown areas
and access roads (if necessary);



Construction of equipment compounds and hard standing areas;



Delivery of construction vehicles and equipment from the established staging area, which has existing
infrastructure;



Upgrading of existing access roads and watercourse crossings, where necessary, and the construction of
new temporary access roads to the onshore facilities and buried transmission cable corridor;



Preparation and establishment of onshore laydown and construction areas;



Construction of onshore O&M facility;



The preparation of formwork and reinforcement for the construction of gravity base foundations (if used);



Installation of a temporary concrete batching plant, if required (gravity base foundations);



Installation of turbine foundations (2 options):



Gravity Base Foundations – clearing any overburden and/or levelling the bedrock with gravel, installing the
pre-made concrete foundations and filling the underwater structures with ballast;
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Monopile Foundations – drilling a single large-diameter steel pile into the lakebed and disposal of rock;



Construction and installation of offshore electrical substations and associated foundations;



Installation of underwater transmission cables;



Installation of onshore underground transmission cables;



Horizontally drilled transmission cable under sensitive shoreline areas to connect TPW1 to Lennox TS; and



Installation and commissioning of offshore Wind Turbine Generators (WTGs).

Table 8 provides a description of the Project Site Preparation and Construction Phase by component and
construction activity. The extent of new access road construction will be dependent on the final Project design.
Regardless of the final design configuration, new access roads will be placed to minimize disturbance to existing
land uses. During the Site Preparation and Construction Phase, access roads are estimated to be
approximately 5 m wide. During the Operations Phase of the Project, most site access roads will be removed.
The extent of lakebed preparation, and onshore activities, such as pouring of concrete structures are not yet
known and will depend upon the type of turbine foundations that will be used for the Project. The type of turbine
foundation that will be used will be determined during the detailed design phase of the Project. Trillium will use
Best Management Practices (BMP) to minimize dust and noise emissions during the Site Preparation and
Construction Phase.
Excavation during the Site Preparation and Construction Phase will be necessary to install underground
distribution electrical lines.
Fill required for the Project, other than aggregate material for site access roads, will generally be obtained from
the specific excavations being undertaken, where possible. Therefore, the hauling of fill from outside of the
Project area is not anticipated. Aggregate resources will be sourced from local suppliers where possible.
It is expected that turbine and substation components and underwater cables will be loaded onto transport
barges at the onshore staging area which is currently established, with existing infrastructure and moved to the
offshore Project location using tugs. All onshore Project components will be transported to the site via highways
and local roads. The transport routes for the onshore materials have not been finalized but will be selected and
scheduled to occur at an appropriate time of the year to have minimal impacts, and will also depend on the local
suppliers contracted. These details are being refined and will be discussed in the REA application.
Typical construction equipment to be used for installation of the turbines and substations include a transport
barge, tugs, machinery for cutting the lakebed bedrock, excavator, Reverse Circulation Drilling (RCD) rig, heavy
lift crane barge, and a cable installation barge. Typical equipment used for the construction of access roads and
the onshore underground cables include tracked bulldozers, backhoes, excavators, horizontal drilling equipment,
and tippers and dumpers. The onshore components will be transported to the site by various truck and trailer
combinations. Additional vehicles will be used for personnel and small equipment transport to and within the
onshore portion of the Project site.
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Table 8: General Description of Project Site Preparation and Construction Activities
Project Component and
Description
Activity
The boundaries of the onshore construction areas, including access and
connection cable routes, and temporary workspace will be staked. All existing
buried infrastructure, such as pipelines and generator lines will also be located by
the appropriate personnel and marked.
Surveying

The boundaries of the offshore construction areas, including turbine and substation
sites and underwater cable routes will be established and temporarily marked
according to the International Association of Marine Aids to Navigation and
Lighthouse Authorities (IALA) Maritime Buoyage System (MBS) (2008). In
addition, guard ships may also be used to demarcate offshore construction area
during construction. Details regarding navigation are located in Appendix B.
For the offshore Project components, it is anticipated that existing access points to
Lake Ontario will be used, and no new marine infrastructure will be required.
Any and all refuelling will occur at existing docks & fuelling stations in a currently
established staging area using existing infrastructure. These docks/fuelling stations
will have all required approvals and procedures in place.

Access construction

Delivery of equipment

The Project area will be accessed via existing road right-of-ways. New access
roads, which will be short and temporary, may be constructed to access the
onshore transmission corridor. In most cases, the access roads will share routing
with the connection generator lines. Access roads for use during construction will
be built using tracked bulldozers and backhoes to strip topsoil and subsoil, as
required, to create an even travel surface. Culverts, tiling or other drainage
structures may be required to maintain adequate site drainage.
Soil management will be incorporated into this process to facilitate site reclamation
where any onshore disturbance is necessary to connect the horizontally drilled
cable from the lake to Lennox TS. Existing vegetation will be stripped with the
topsoil, which will be stockpiled separately from subsoil and stabilized to prevent
erosion. When Project construction is complete, stripped subsoil and topsoil will be
replaced.
Equipment for the offshore components of the Project will be delivered by transport
barge, and equipment for the mainland components will be delivered by truck and
trailer. Equipment will be delivered as needed throughout the Site Preparation and
Construction Phase, and will be stored, if necessary, at temporary storage facilities
on the mainland (in an area that is already established with existing infrastructure).
The primary roads used for equipment delivery of the mainland components will be
a combination of highways, arterial roads and municipal right-of-ways. A traffic
management plan will be prepared to limit traffic disturbance, particularly to school
bus traffic on public roads, as appropriate.

Turbine site construction

Depending on the type of turbine foundation used, the turbine site locations may be
prepared by clearing any overburden sediments and possibly cutting, or levelling
the bedrock with gravel to create an even work surface. The lakebed is primarily
limestone bedrock, and it is anticipated that there will be a small amount of
overburden.
Any sediment that is removed, and/or rock slurry that is created during this process
will be disposed of, in a manner approved to by DFO.
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The turbine foundations will be constructed as either concrete gravity base (CGB)
or monopile. The foundation bases will be situated between 2 m and 40 m below
the water surface.
Gravity Base Foundations
The gravity base foundations will be constructed at an onshore manufacturing
facility. Once in place, the concrete structures will be filled with ballast material
(rock, gravel and sand). Shallow water gravity base foundations will also require
rock anchors. Grout may also be needed between the bottom of the foundation
and the lakebed to fill gaps and crevices. For the gravity base foundations for
WTGs in 40 m of water, the typical specifications are:






Foundation height – 43 m
Underwater height – 40 m
Foundation footprint – 20 m x 20 m
Total mass (including ballast) – 4,846 tonnes

Monopile Foundations

Foundations

The monopile foundation is a cylindrical tube, commonly steel, inserted vertically
into the lake or seabed. The length of the inserted section and the quality of soil or
rock it is inserted into determines the bearing and overturning limits for the
structure. Traditionally, monopiles are driven into the seabed, but when rock is
present drilling is necessary. Scour protection is normally placed around the base
to reduce erosion.
Holes will be drilled in the bedrock using the Reverse Circulation System (RCD), or
air-lift drilling which uses compressed air to create a differential pressure between
the fluid in the drill hole outside and the fluid inside the drill pipe. The monopile
foundations would be constructed and assembled at an onshore manufacturing
facility and installed into the pre-drilled holes. The monopile would then be levelled
and grouted to ensure the proper alignment. The fastening configurations of the
substation foundations will be altered to accommodate depending on whether it is
for a substation structure or a tower base. A maximum of 138 turbine foundations
and two substation foundations will be required.
The typical specifications for monopole foundations for WTGs are:






Turbine assembly and
installation
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Foundation height – 43 m maximum
Drilled depth – 15 m maximum
Total Length – 58 m maximum
Foundation footprint – 4.2 m diameter
Total mass (including ballast) – 250 tonnes

The turbines are comprised of up to three tower sections, one nacelle and the hub
(pre-assembled) and 3 blades. The detailed specifications of the WTGs are shown
in Table 5. These will be transported to the Project site on a barge from the
currently established staging area, that has existing infrastructure. A specialized
high-lift crane barge that will be transported to the Project site with the use of tugs
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will lift the nacelle and rotor roughly 100 m above water level.
The lowest tower section will be lifted and placed on the foundation where it will be
plumbed and fastened. The second and third tower section will then be lifted and
stacked in a similar fashion and the nacelle will be lifted from the barge and bolted
on top of the tower. The blades will then be lifted into place one-by-one using a
lifting jig.
Temporary storage facilities and work areas will be used during construction, as
described below. These areas will be used for equipment and materials storage,
designated fuelling areas, and will house field offices for the Construction Phase of
the Project.
Temporary storage of some items on the crane barge will also be used during the
Site Preparation and Construction Phase.

Temporary storage
facilities

A permanent Operations and Maintenance (O&M) facility will either be constructed,
or if available, an existing structure will be used. The footprint of the facility will be
approximately 450 m2 and will store weather-sensitive equipment and offices. The
O&M facility will be located in an area that is already established, and it is
anticipated that existing infrastructure will be used.
Workspace along the access and cabling routes is an additional 5 m wide, with
additional 9 m wide workspace at bends in the route. Soil management will be
incorporated into this process to facilitate site reclamation. Existing vegetation will
be stripped with the topsoil, which will be stockpiled separately from stripped
subsoil.
After construction, subsoil will be ripped as necessary to alleviate compaction, and
stripped subsoil and topsoil will be replaced.
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The collector system will be approximately 104 km of 36 kV underwater cables.
Medium voltage cables (36 kV)

Interconnection cabling

The 36 kV MV underwater cables contain three individual conductors and a
communications wire insulated into one cable. They will be delivered in suitable
lengths to connect turbines (up to 750 m apart) to the substation. The cables will
be spooled on a barge (or ship) for delivery and installation. The collector system
will consist of many strings of multiple wind turbines to a maximum of ~ 30 MW per
string connected to the substation.
The cable installation barge will begin at a turbine foundation at the end of a string.
The cable is fed through the J-Tube and up to a position ready to connect to the
wind turbine. The same methods of installation will be employed as for the high
voltage cables. The cables will be installed between the turbines and will end at
the substation.
Any sediment that is removed, and/or rock slurry that is created during this process
will be disposed of in a manner approved by DFO.
No new overhead transmission line will be required for this Project.
High voltage cables (230 kV)
Each of the 230 kV AC HV underwater cables contain three electrical conductors
and a communications wire wound and insulated into a single cable. Each ~ 30 km
cable is manufactured and spooled in one continuous piece onto a transport ship.
A cable-laying apparatus will either cut a groove into the bedrock (if required) and
feed the cable into the groove, or bury the cable to a pre-determined depth, if there
are overburden sediments. This will be determined after detailed geophysical
information is obtained. In either case, a manufactured cover or blanket may be
placed on top of the cable to protect against ice scour.
Mainland underground cables

Transmission line

A hole for the cable will be directionally drilled from a pull pit (roughly 2 m wide, 2 m
deep and up to 5 m long) on the north side of Highway 33 diagonally down under
the road and will exit in the lake bottom (approximately 15-20 m deep) about 200 m
offshore.. The cable will be pulled through the hole into the pull pit from a vessel
on the lake, and then connected to further cables which run to the switching
station.
A combination of ploughing and trenching will be used to install the mainland
underground transmission lines, which will run alongside Regional Road 21 to the
switching station located in or near Lennox TS depending on terrain. Soil
management will be incorporated into this process to facilitate site reclamation.
Typically, lines are trenched over short distances and where manoeuvrability of the
ploughing equipment is difficult. A cat-mounted plough mechanism, which cuts a
narrow furrow behind the cat, will be used to install the underground distribution
lines. A plough seam will be excavated to a depth of approximately 3 m, into which
the generator line is placed. The plough seam will be backfilled immediately to
prevent soil loss and erosion.
Trenching is accomplished in a manner similar to ploughing. A wheel-ditcher or
Ditch Witch (a wheel-like or bar-like mechanism similar to a chainsaw) will be used
to cut a narrow trench into which the generator line is placed. Trenching
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equipment for underground lines is smaller than that used for pipeline construction,
usually mounted on a bobcat or small backhoe. The soil removed from the trench
is situated immediately adjacent to the trench.
Where the underground transmission line must be spliced (e.g., at the end of a reel
or to pass underneath another utility line), a splice pit is typically required. These
pits are roughly 1 m deep, 1 m wide, and up to 5 m long (but usually 1 to 2 m long).
At these locations, the topsoil will be stripped and stockpiled. After the procedure
is complete, soil will be replaced and contoured.
A new switching station will be constructed to connect the Project to existing lines
within Lennox TS. This will be composed of galvanized steel structures, insulators,
breakers and switches.
Two offshore substations capable of converting 34.5 kV AC to 230 kV AC for
transmission to shore will be required. The inter-array cabling, or collector system,
connecting all the turbines will operate at 34.5 kV. The ~ 30 km HV transmission
cables from the wind farm to Lennox TS will operate at 230 kV to reduce electrical
losses.
The substations will be constructed onshore and transported to the Project site on
a barge. A heavy lift crane barge will lift and place the substation onto the
foundation and fasten it in place.
Offshore Substations

Substation equipment will include isolation switches, circuit breakers, step-up
power transformers, distribution switch-gear, instrument transformers, grounding,
and revenue metering. A control & communication building, which may include a
small office and associated parking and storage area, may be constructed onshore
near the switching area. Substation grounding will follow the Canadian Electrical
Code (CEC). An oil containment system will be installed at the site to prevent
water and sediment contamination in the event of a leak.
The substations will comply with the requirements of O. Reg. 359/09
Installation and connection of the substations is expected to take six months.

Gates and fencing

Parking lots

Clean-up and reclamation

The onshore storage facilities will be fenced and secured based on standard utility
practices.
The onshore access routes will only be permanently fenced or gated if identified as
necessary by Trillium.
A temporary parking lot may be required on the mainland during the Site
Preparation and Construction Phase.
Construction debris will be collected and disposed of at an approved location. All
equipment and vehicles will be removed from the construction area. If spills occur
during construction, affected areas will be cleaned up as needed.
Stripped soil will be replaced and recontoured at the temporary workspace and laydown areas. The disturbed areas (including trenches and plough seams) will be
re-seeded.
High voltage warning generator line markers will be installed where it is deemed
appropriate (such as where underground generator lines cross County roads). Site
clean-up and reclamation will be conducted concurrently with construction, and will
be completed within one week of installation of the Project equipment.
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Prior to commencement of final commissioning, a Commissioning and Testing Plan
will be developed by Trillium in conjunction with Vestas and Hydro One.

Turbine commissioning

Turbine commissioning will occur once the wind turbines have been fully installed
and may take place in sequential order prior to the planned Commercial Operation
of the Project. If this takes place prior to the transmission interconnection being
available, the use of temporary diesel powered generators may be required to
complete pre-commissioning activities.
The commissioning will necessitate testing and inspection of electrical, mechanical,
and communications operability. A detailed set of operating instructions must be
followed in order to connect with the electrical grid.

3.4.2.1

Temporary Facilities

Temporary Project facilities, located at the established onshore staging area, that has existing infrastructure will
include portable trailers for office accommodation, staff resting/eating and First Aid area, as well as storage
trailers or temporary storage containers for equipment. Washroom facilities will be provided either in the office
trailer or by portable toilets. For the installation of offshore Project components, the vessel facilities will be used.
During the construction period, there will be controlled access to the mainland construction area.
As all Project components will be constructed off-site, it is anticipated that temporary concrete batching plant will
not likely be required. Gravel to construct the access roads will be sourced from local suppliers. On completion
of the construction work, temporary facilities will be removed and the respective areas will be returned to their
original state. The location of temporary storage area(s) will be centrally located and will be determined
following further environmental studies and discussions with landowners.

3.4.2.2

Watercourse Crossings

The layout of the onshore transmission cable route is not yet defined. In the case that the construction of access
roads and/or the installation of the distribution transmission system requires the crossing of one or more
watercourses, the considerations outlined below will be followed.
Crossings would only be related to the transmission system onshore, and the number of crossings will be
verified through field surveys conducted in support of Trillium’s REA application. Where possible, the Project
design will meet riparian setback recommendations that are associated with warm, cool or coldwater fisheries or
Regulation Limit boundaries. Regulation Limit boundaries are established by Regulation 147/06 and 164/06
under the Conservation Authorities Act and delineate areas regulated by Conservation Authorities to control
flooding. Specific to watercourses that contain fish or fish habitat, it will be desirable to construct the crossing
following an existing Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) Operational Statement if a Project fish and fish
habitat review by DFO, or local Conservation Authority acting on behalf of DFO, is deemed unnecessary.
However, if new access roads, crossing structures or generator line crossings of watercourses with fish habitat
are required, and construction can not follow an Operational Statement, a fish and fish habitat review may be
needed and an Authorization or Letter of Advice from DFO may be required.
A permit to conduct works in the Regulation Limit may be required whether or not the watercourse is fish habitat.
Permits for working in a Regulation Limit will be sought from the local Conservation Authorities once the final
design is achieved and prior to construction.
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Trillium will consult with Transport Canada to determine if any of the watercourse crossings involve navigable
waters. Whether or not a Fisheries Act, Navigable Waters Protection Act or Regulation 147/06 and 164/06
trigger will occur is dependent on the crossing technique, mitigation employed and the presence and sensitivity
of fish and fish habitat. Consistent with Ontario Regulation 359/09, effects on natural heritage and water within
or adjacent to watercourses will be considered through a combination of a records review, site investigation and
evaluation of significance to the extent required. This process will involve consultation with DFO, MNR and the
Conservation Authorities at the very least.
As Trillium is developing the draft layout of the onshore Project components, where possible, the number of
watercourse crossings will be reduced.

3.4.3

Commissioning Use

Project commissioning will occur once the wind turbines have been fully installed and the OPA is ready to accept
grid interconnection.
Commissioning will necessitate testing and inspection of electrical, mechanical, and communications operability.
A detailed set of operating instructions must be followed in order to connect with the electrical grid. Operations
cannot begin until such time that the Project is commissioned and meets all applicable safety standards.

3.4.4

Operations Phase

WTG commissioning is expected to commence in July 2013. The Operations Phase will see the generation of
up to 414 MW of wind energy for approximately 20 years. The operation of the wind turbines will be monitored
remotely. The turbines will require scheduled visits for maintenance activities during the Operations Phase such
as oil changing, cleaning and lubricating gearboxes and replacing worn parts. A permanent O&M facility will
either be constructed, or if available, an existing structure will be used. The footprint of the facility will be
approximately 450 m2 and will store weather-sensitive equipment and offices. One crew boat and one crew
hovercraft will be acquired for year-round access to the Project site to perform Operations Phase duties such as
wind farm control, preventative maintenance, WTG cleaning, ice breaking, etc. It is expected that scheduled
services will occur bi-monthly and routine maintenance visits will occur every 6 months.
Permanent marine navigational aids will be used during the Operations Phase of the Project in accordance with
IALA (2008) (details of navigational aids are found in Appendix B). All offshore structures including the interior
structures will have a variety of markings including yellow paint from the Highest Astronomical Tide (Mean Lake
Level in the case of the Great Lakes) to 15 m up the tower. Access platform, ladders, and doorway will be lit and
one metre tall identifying characters will be painted on the tower, visible from all directions.
The structures along the periphery of the wind energy Project will have more aids to navigation than the interior
components. Thirty-nine of the 140 Project components are located on the periphery and select locations will
require additional aids to navigation to ensure public health and safety. Structures located on the corners of the
Project layout, as well as intermediate structures along the periphery will be designated as Significant Peripheral
Structures (SPS).
Each SPS will be lit with the IALA “Special Mark” yellow flashing lights 15 m above mean lake level. Flashing
character will be Morse Code “U” (sequence - dot, dot, dash) with a period of 10 seconds. SPS lighting will be
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visible from all directions, synchronized so flashing is in unison, and have a visible range of no less than 5
nautical miles. An SPS must be located at least every 3 nautical miles around the periphery of the windfarm.
Foghorns will be mounted on each SPS.
If the spacing between two SPS is greater than 2 nautical miles, an intermediate structure will be lit with yellow
flashing lights 15 m above mean lake level. The lights will be visible from all directions and have a synchronized
flashing sequence distinctly different than the SPS. The visible range of light will be no less than 2 nautical
miles. Foghorns will be mounted on each intermediate structure.
Aeronautical aids will also be installed on the WTGs. Aeronautical obstruction warning lights will be mounted on
the top of the nacelle of each SPS and intermediate structure. The flashing lights will be medium intensity at
2,000 candelas red at night and, as far as practical, will not be visible below the horizontal plane.

3.4.5

Decommissioning Phase

At the end of its operational life, the wind turbine structures will be sheared at the lake bed below water surface
and the foundations will be levelled (monopile) or removed (GBS).
Items to be dismantled and removed shall include:



Turbines (hubs, nacelles, blades, towers);



Substations;



Access roads (dependent upon agreements and location of such roads);



Foundations (to be levelled to return the lake bed surface as close as possible to its original state); and



All equipment subject to the Decommissioning Plan will be removed or recycled, where possible, within
industry accepted standards.

Trillium will remove and sell any recyclable materials, wind turbine generator tower material, copper wiring,
aluminum conductor, machine head (nacelle), down tower assembly and hub material, which will have some
value in their respective scrap metals markets.

3.4.5.1

Toxic/Hazardous Materials

There is very little material that could be classified as toxic or hazardous that is used in constructing and
operating a wind farm. Toxic or hazardous materials to be used on-site during the Site Preparation and
Construction and Operations Phases include oils, fuel and lubricants. These will be used on-site in construction
equipment and for maintenance of the turbine facilities. Only minor amounts of these materials will be used and
the small quantities will be disposed of through conventional waste-oil and hazardous waste disposal process.
Best Management Practices (BMPs) will be employed to ensure no toxic or hazardous materials are introduced
into the aquatic environment.
Small quantities of non-hazardous waste, such as plastics, will be generated and disposed of through the local
landfill and recycling facilities where appropriate. Waste will be disposed of locally in accordance with local
procedures for management of conventional waste-oil and hazardous waste streams. A licensed contractor will
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remove special waste such as oily rags and oil from the service of turbines. All non-hazardous waste will be
disposed of in local waste facilities at the local landfill. Recyclable and reusable materials will be stored
temporarily on-site prior to their reuse and recycling.

3.4.5.2

Solid, Liquid or Gaseous Wastes

Wind facilities, by their nature, produce little waste. Small amounts of liquid waste will likely be produced from
ongoing maintenance of the Project including oils, fuel and lubricants for the maintenance of the turbines and
substations. BMPs will be employed to ensure no liquid wastes are introduced into the aquatic environment.
The Project O&M facility will include permanent toilet facilities that will be designed and constructed in
accordance with required regulations. Portable toilets will be utilized, as needed, during the Site Preparation and
Construction Phase and a licensed contractor will be responsible for waste removal.

3.4.5.3

Future Phases of Development

There may be proposed future stages for development at a later time. Given the good wind regime and the
transmission capacity, there may be opportunity for future development.

3.5

Nameplate Capacity

The Project nameplate power capacity will be a maximum of 414 MW generated by Vestas V112-3.0 MW wind
turbines. The specifications of the turbines are found in Table 5.

3.6

Land Ownership

The Project components will reside primarily on Crown Land with cables being placed in public road easements.
Trillium has currently secured Applicant of Record status from the MNR on all of the Crown land deemed to be
sufficient to construct the Project, and in consideration of the identified and anticipated constraints.

4.0

DESCRIPTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

From an environmental perspective, wind power is relatively benign compared to other forms of electricity
generation. However, there are both real and perceived negative environmental effects related to wind power
generation. This section provides a summary of potential environmental effects that may result from engaging in
the Project. To the text required under Ontario Regulation 359/09, these effects will be assessed and reported in
the Application for Renewable Energy Approval and consultation with the First Nations, public, local authorities
and other applicable government agencies.
TPW1 is unique in that there are Project components both offshore and onshore. There will be very different
potential environmental effects in each of these situations, and they are described separately below.

4.1

Setbacks from Environmental Features

O. Reg. 359/09 includes setbacks from environmental features that if not adhered to, the REA application
requires additional supporting studies to ascertain if any negative environmental effects could occur as a result
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of the Project infrastructure or a Project activity occurring within the prescribed setback. These setbacks are
particular to the onshore Project components only. The setbacks that may require additional study, pending
outcomes of the records review and consultation with Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR), may include natural
heritage features:



Within 120 metres of a provincially significant wetland (PSW);



Within 50 metres of a provincially significant area of natural and scientific interest (earth science);



Within 120 metres of a provincially significant area of natural and scientific interest (life science);



Within 120 metres of a significant valleyland;



Within 120 metres of a significant wildlife habitat;



Within 120 metres of provincial park;



Within 120 metres of a conservation reserve; and



Within 120 metres of the annual high water mark of a lake, permanent or intermittent stream or seepage
area.

The layout of the onshore Project components is currently being assessed by Trillium for opportunities to
increase setbacks from natural heritage features prior to evaluating the significance of these features using
criteria in MNR’s Significant Wildlife Habitat Technical Guide and the Natural Heritage Reference Manual. The
natural heritage constraints mapping will show the location of known natural feature boundaries (using
boundaries acquired during the records review or as otherwise initially determined from air photo interpretation
and preliminary habitat classification).
Trillium will use the natural heritage constraints mapping to refine the current layout and location of individual
onshore Project components relative to the natural features and the setbacks identified, in consideration of other
constraints and siting limitations. The need for further field studies will be assessed based on the location of the
boundaries of the natural heritage feature. Additional field studies and effects assessments will be conducted
where required. The layout of the onshore Project components may also change as a result of new information
or legitimate concerns received through stakeholder, aboriginal, public and agency input received through the
REA consultation process.
The following sections provide an overview of environmental effects that have the potential to occur as a result of
the Project. Also discussed are some of the common concerns that have been raised by stakeholders for other
wind projects. Because there are no existing offshore wind energy projects in Ontario, it is difficult to anticipate
the issues and concerns that will be raised by stakeholders. These unknowns will be clarified during the
consultation process. In addition, there will be ongoing consultation with agencies, to determine and mitigate
potential environmental effects for both the onshore and offshore Project components throughout the duration of
the REA process.
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4.2

Heritage and Archaeological Resources

There are reported archaeological resources within the offshore portion of the Project that could potentially be
affected by the installation of turbine and substation foundations, and submarine transmission cables, in addition
to potential archaeological sites in the onshore portion of the Project that could potentially be affected by the
installation of underground transmission cables, or with the construction of access roads. A Stage 1
Archaeological Assessment will be undertaken to identify both known archaeological sites within, and in the
immediate vicinity of, the study area both off- and onshore and assess the archaeological potential of these
areas. The Stage 1 assessment is primarily a desk top review of available information but also includes a site
visit. This investigation will determine whether a field assessment of the study area (Stage 2) is required.
Given the location of the area in, and immediately associated with, Lake Ontario, it is likely that a Stage 2
Archaeological Assessment will be required. The objective of the Stage 2 assessment will be to determine if
there are archaeological resources in the areas to be affected by the planned construction activities. The Stage
2 investigation would be undertaken once the tower and underwater cable locations have been micro-sited, and
the potential area of impact on the onshore area determined. The Stage 2 marine survey will incorporate the
data from an additional geophysical survey that would include magnetometer, side scan sonar and sub-bottom
profiling of the tower locations, substation sites, and cable routes. The onshore Stage 2 assessment areas will
be either test pitted or surface surveyed.
Should archaeological resources be discovered, appropriate mitigation measures will be assessed, which
depending on the resource, could include any of the following:



Preservation in-situ with associated setbacks, requiring changes to the Project layout;



Removal and preservation, if approved by the Ministry of Tourism and Culture (MTC); and/or



Further assessment (i.e., Stage 3 Archaeological Assessment).

The preferred method of dealing with marine archaeological resources will be an approach based on avoidance
and protection of the resource, wherever possible. All details of the investigation will be summarized in a report
that will be submitted to MTC for review and approval. Approval of the report must be included as part of the
final REA application package.
The undertaking of this type of archaeological program is an opportunity to learn more about the archaeological
heritage of this area and significantly reduce the potential for the Project to result in damage or the loss of
archaeological heritage.

4.3

Natural Heritage Resources

The natural heritage assessment, including a records review and site investigations, is in progress. The
following section provides a preliminary description of some of the existing conditions in the study area based on
work completed to date.
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4.3.1

Existing Conditions

For the onshore components of the Project, detailed mapping of ANSIs, PSWs and other wetlands will be
requested from Land Information Ontario (LIO). Additional natural heritage data (e.g., fisheries information for
any watercourses on the mainland and Lake Ontario) will be requested from the MNR. Requests to the
Cataraqui Region Conservation Authority will be made to provide Regulation Limits boundaries and associated
component layers (hazard lands, floodplains, valley features, etc.) and fisheries information for the onshore
components of the Project. Online data will be obtained from websites of the Ontario Breeding Birds Atlas
(OBBA), Ontario Herpetological Society (OHA), Natural Heritage Information Centre (NHIC), Butterfly Atlas,
Odonata Atlas, online County Official Plans, Important Bird Areas (IBAs), and Bird Studies Canada (BSC).
Preliminary examination of the natural features for the onshore Project components is on-going through aerial
image interpretation and classification using the Ecological Land Classification (ELC) for Southern Ontario
system. An initial screening for potential significant wildlife habitat via a desktop analysis of information acquired
during the records review has also begun. Once the desktop analyses are completed, and the requested natural
heritage data and boundary information has been fully compiled from various sources, the data gaps will be
identified and the need for further field studies will be assessed.
Prince Edward Point, a nationally designated wildlife area, is the closest protected natural heritage feature to the
Project. It is 560 ha in size and is located approximately 20 km southeast of Picton and 17 km from the centre of
the Project. It is expected that the closest WTG will be located more than 12 km from Prince Edward Point.
The avian field work program for both the onshore and offshore Project component, which includes a number of
season-specific bird surveys, has been initiated. Aerial surveys to estimate use of the Project site and the
surrounding area by waterfowl began in November 2009 and continued until April 2010. Spring migration
studies on Main Duck Island will be conducted for three consecutive weeks in late April, early May 2010. These
studies will include radar analysis, bioacoustical surveys, avian use surveys, daily standardized census/transects
surveys, and daily counts and lake watches. Two surveys to coincide with Breeding Colonial Waterbird surveys
will also be conducted in June and July 2010. In addition to avian surveys, limited bat migration surveys were
undertaken in fall 2009. Four bat detectors were deployed on Main Duck Island for the majority of the month of
September, 2009. The bird and bat assessments will be carried out according to current MNR guidelines.
Additional field activities may include investigations and/or inventories of natural features within setback limits
(typically those within 120 m of any onshore Project component and including features such as woodlots,
wetlands, valleylands, and watercourse crossings). Field work plans will be scoped to determine significance of
these natural features based on the composition, function and attributes of the features using recognized
techniques and current provincial guidelines. If required, an Environmental Impact Study (EIS) and report will be
completed to document predicted net impacts to significant features or habitats located within the setback
distance.
Assessment of potential effects of the Project on the aquatic habitat in Lake Ontario will involve baseline data
acquisition, coordinated closely with a geophysics study, federal and provincial agency consultation (primarily
MNR, NavCan and DFO), proactive input on fish and fish habitat implications to the design team, and an effects
assessment.
Planning for the baseline fish community and aquatic habitat assessment work in Lake Ontario has been initiated
and will include seasonal fish community surveys. An aquatic community assessment will be undertaken over
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three periods (spring, summer and autumn) during the open water season to determine the nature of the fish
community that inhabits the Project area and assess seasonal community composition. Benthic invertebrate
communities will also be assessed and characterized within the Project area. An aquatic habitat survey will be a
key part of the baseline assessment and the information will be critical in determining the sensitivity of habitat in
the Project area.
A detailed geophysical survey of the lake bed will be conducted which will provide data and mapping on the
bathymetry and substrate composition.

4.3.2

Screening of Environmental Effects

The Project layout is currently being developed and will consider the environmental setbacks described in
Section 4.1, where possible. Where Project infrastructure is situated outside of setback area, negligible effects
to natural heritage features and functions are anticipated and an Environmental Impact Study (EIS) is not
required under Reg. 359/09. The following sections outline potential environment effects that can typically be
encountered during the site preparation and construction, operations and decommissioning phases of a typical
offshore wind energy project. As the site specific effects cannot be determined until a layout is finalized, a
generic approach to the effects screening was deemed appropriate.

4.3.2.1

Site Preparation and Construction

During the Site Preparation and Construction Phase, typical activities for the onshore Project components,
including land clearing, road construction, possible foundation construction, and the interconnection from the
turbines to the switching station have the potential to affect natural features (e.g., woodlots, watercourses), fish
and wildlife habitat and individual species (e.g., nesting birds). Land clearing and site grading near watercourses
has the potential to increase sediment runoff, decrease bank stability, and alter riparian vegetation conditions
affecting aquatic habitats. During the development of the Project layout, considerations such as maintaining a
120 m setback from significant natural heritage features and avoiding watercourse crossings, to the extent
possible will be utilized. Some vegetation removal could be required if watercourse crossings are required and
there is riparian vegetation present.
Although it has not yet been determined whether or not there will be watercourse crossings associated with the
onshore Project components, the construction of these crossings have the potential to affect fish and fish habitat
with the extent and magnitude of effects largely dependant on the characteristics of the watercourse, sensitivity
of the fish community and the crossing technique and mitigation techniques employed. If the watercourse is
determined to be fish habitat, the crossing technique first considered will be from a DFO Operational Statement
such that a fish and fish habitat review will not be required. Any other technique used in fish habitat that does
not conform to a DFO Operational Statement will require a fish and fish habitat review. The construction of
watercourse crossings also has the potential to negatively affect surface water quality, quantity and flow patterns
and natural hazard risks (e.g., flooding, erosion).
All offshore activities in the Site Preparation and Construction Phase of the Project have the potential to affect
fish and fish habitat. Aside from the direct disturbance of fish habitat, the re-suspension of sediments and the
release of rock slurry into the water column have the potential to disturb, or cover fish habitats and to directly
affect fish communities. Fish habitat mapping and a fish community inventory of the Project area will provide
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further detail on the existing conditions and aid in the assessment of any potential effects. During any work that
could potentially affect fish communities, preventative best management practices (such as deposit of rock slurry
into bottom dump barges for later deposit in an approved area) will be utilized as required.
Although activities associated with the Site Preparation and Construction Phase of the Project also have the
potential to disturb benthic communities, the Project is located primarily on limestone bedrock, with small areas
of overburden sediments. The existing habitat is not likely to support an abundant and diverse community of
invertebrates. This will be verified during the field assessment of the benthic community during the inventory of
existing conditions.
During the Site Preparation and Construction Phase of an offshore wind energy project, there are also risks of
negative effects to surface or groundwater sources through accidental spills or releases of contaminants. Proper
implementation of mitigation measures and best management practices associated with the use of construction
vehicles, including barges, in the study area (i.e., contained re-fuelling areas) will reduce the chances of
accidental spills of contaminants.
The noise associated with heavy machinery and construction activities could result in sensory disturbance and,
under exceptional circumstances, habitat alienation, displacement, or desertion. This concern is particularly
relevant for birds (desertion of nests, eggs, or young). Depending on the results of the avian surveys, the timing
of construction may be relevant in the effects assessment. The effects of noise on aquatic habitats and species
will be discussed with DFO and MNR in pre-consultation meetings, and dealt with accordingly.
The creation of dust on the mainland can coat vegetation in the study area, and result in the release of
emissions and greenhouse gases. These effects will be minimized by employing mitigation measures and best
management practices such as limiting vehicle idling and watering gravel roads, as necessary.
Overall, the primary mitigation technique will be mitigation by design, particularly for the onshore Project
components. Mitigation by design sites Project infrastructure an appropriate distance away from significant
natural features to reduce residual impacts, as may be determined through an EIS. Other mitigation techniques
commonly employed when components are within or in proximity to natural features include tree protection
fencing, silt fencing adjacent to watercourses/wetlands, nesting surveys prior to vegetation clearing and
adherence to DFO’s Operational Statements for crossing techniques. A multitude of other guidance documents
exist which may be used to further reduce the magnitude, extent of duration of effects.

4.3.2.2

Operations

In general, turbine operations have the potential to displace some wildlife individuals as a result of sensory
disturbance (visual and/or aural). If turbines are situated far too close to their habitats, turbine operations have
the potential to displace birds, cause nest abandonment and stress, impart hazards along avian flight paths, and
could result in reduced breeding success within the specific adjacent habitats present, when these habitats are
being utilized. The hazard that wind turbines pose to birds varies substantially by season and by species, with
spring and fall migration typically being the periods of highest risk for many species.
The noise produced during the normal operations of the WTGs and the substations have the potential to cause
aural disturbance of aquatic habitats. The acoustic specifications of the V112-3.0 MW WTGs are located in
Table 6
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There are MNR guidelines for bats and wind power currently posted on the Environmental Bill of Rights Registry
(EBR). It is assumed that these guidelines will be used for this Project. These guidelines stipulate that there are
no requirements for pre- or post-construction bat activity monitoring for offshore wind power projects, however
there are mandatory seasonal operational mitigation during the fall bat migration season (MNR, 2010). All
offshore turbines should increase cut-in speed to 5.5 m/sec, or feather turbine speeds when wind speeds are
below 5.5 m/s, from July 15 to September 30, from sunset to sunrise. Under these guidelines, the mitigation
would continue for the duration of the Project.

4.3.2.3

Decommissioning

Typical activities of decommissioning on the mainland such as the removal of buildings, power lines, waste and
site remediation typically have negligible effects on natural features, wildlife habitat or wildlife species richness or
abundance. Decommissioning activities (i.e., removal of turbines, ancillary components, cables) are likely to
have the same effects on the offshore environment as the activities associated with site preparation and
construction. It is anticipated that no lands, other than those originally cleared during construction, will be
disturbed during decommissioning and where these lands are disturbed they can be rehabilitated to functional
conditions using conventional techniques.

4.4
4.4.1

Air, Odour, Dust
Site Preparation and Construction

Activities associated with the Site Preparation and Construction Phase have the potential to affect air quality
through the increased presence of construction and delivery vehicles and equipment, through the loss of
vegetation, and through the generation of air-borne dust. On-shore activities will be restricted to the staging area
and the O&M facility which will both be located in an area that is already established and there is existing
infrastructure. It is expected that there will be minimal impact on the local air/noise environment.
Both onshore and offshore construction activities will lead to the emission of Greenhouse Gases (GHG) and
indicator compounds from vehicles including barges/ships and machinery operation. These emissions will
fluctuate throughout the various construction phases, with land clearing, road construction and maintenance and
foundation construction having the highest potential for GHG and indicator compound emissions due to
increased construction equipment activities during this time. In general these emissions will be local, temporary
and minor.
Activities associated with this phase of the Project will not involve the management or handling of odorous
material. Therefore, there will not be any odour emissions from the Site Preparation and Construction Phase
other than localized odours from the combustion of diesel fuel associated with the operation of construction
equipment. As this is a short-term localized effect and consistent with odours associated with the current
operation, it is not deemed to be a significant negative effect.
The construction on onshore components also has the potential to generate fugitive dust emissions, which act as
an environmental nuisance. These emissions will be highest during activities that involve significant levels of
material handling such as aggregate laydown for road construction, preparation for the installation of buried
cables. Fugitive dust emissions will be managed by the implementation of Best Management Practices (BMPs),
which will help reduce the potential for dust generation and off-site movement.
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A BMP plan for fugitive dust will be implemented. This will help reduce the potential for dust generation and also
mitigate emissions during the onshore Site Preparation and Construction activities. The main items included in
the BMP plan are as follows:



Implementing a speed limit will reduce the disturbance of dust on paved and unpaved surfaces.



Applying dust suppressants to unpaved areas (i.e., unpaved roads, storage piles), which may include the
use of water. The frequency of application will be determined based on site conditions during the
construction process, and will be adjusted based on climatic factors.



Staging land clearing, if required, and heavy construction activities to reduce the opportunity of
simultaneous operation of large dust generating equipment.



Re-vegetation of cleared areas, as soon as is possible, and maintenance of the vegetation to ensure
growth.



Installing wind fences, if possible, in areas where they may be required.



Implementing a complaint response program, whereby complaints received from the public are recorded
and investigated. The investigations should be focused on determining the cause of the complaint and, if
necessary, mitigation measures should be implemented.

Emissions of GHGs and indicator compounds will be managed as best as possible by implementing specific
measures, including:



Ensuring proper maintenance of all vehicles and boats/barges, to reduce the potential for abnormal
operation and increases in emissions;



Implementing a speed limit for particularly onshore vehicles; and



Implementing idling rules to limit idling of vehicles as much as possible.

4.4.2

Operations

During the Operations Phase of the Project, maintenance activities have the potential to cause infrequent and
short-term emissions of low levels of GHGs and other compounds typical to the operation of motorized vehicles
(i.e., boats). These emissions are expected to be considerably lower in magnitude than during the Site
Preparation and Construction Phase. Onshore activities during the Operations Phase are likely to be limited to
maintenance or repair of cables, which will be infrequent. Where necessary, fugitive dust emissions will be
managed by the implementation of BMPs, which will help reduce the potential for dust generation and also
mitigate emissions. This will help limit dust emissions. Idling of maintenance vehicles will help to manage any
emissions of greenhouse gases. Activities associated with the Operations Phase are not anticipated to generate
any odour emissions.

4.4.3

Decommissioning

Decommissioning activities are anticipated to result in similar effects on air quality as the Site Preparation and
Construction Phase activities.
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4.5
4.5.1

Noise
Site Preparation and Construction

Activities associated with the Site Preparation and Construction Phase have the potential to affect noise levels
due to the operation of heavy equipment, particularly for the onshore portion of the Project. All construction
equipment will be kept in good repair and will not exceed the noise emissions as specified in MOE Publication
NPC-115. Through adherence to MOE noise guidelines, onshore construction-related noise that may be
perceptible to nearby residents will not represent a significant adverse effect. There will be noise associated
with the Site Preparation and Construction activities for the offshore portion of the Project, however they will only
be experienced by wildlife on Main Duck Island. Only a small number of Project components are located within
500 m of Main Duck Island, so there will only be noise impacts associated with the construction activities while
the foundations and turbines are being installed for the small number of turbines closest to the island. In
addition, the noise impacts associated with these activities are temporary and short-term.

4.5.2

Operations

The operation of wind turbines and the Project substations will generate noise. As required by O. Reg. 359/09
turbines must be located a minimum of 550 metres from receptors (i.e., sensitive Points of Reception).
Predictive modelling will be provided in the Project’s Noise Assessment Report, and will demonstrate that the
operation of the Project complies with MOE noise guidelines. It is not expected that there will be any receptors
within 550 m of the offshore Project components, therefore it is unlikely that there will be any significant adverse
effects. It is also unlikely that there will be adverse impacts on the wildlife on Main Duck Island due to noise
during the Operations Phase since there are a small number of turbines within 500 m of the island.

4.5.3

Decommissioning

Noise levels associated with Project decommissioning will be similar to those experienced during site
preparation and construction and although they may be perceptible to nearby residents, they will not represent a
significant adverse effect.

4.6

Land Use and Resources

This section describes past and current land uses and resources and the potential for negative effects on land
uses and resources located within 300 m of the onshore portion of the Project. This description includes
information about local business and facilities, aggregate resources, landfill sites, petroleum wells, recreation
areas, and forest resources within this area. The description of potential negative effects includes the potential
for any negative effect on telecommunications network (radar, radio etc). For the offshore portion of the Project,
any islands within 300 m of the Project components will be mapped and characterized (ownership, inhabited,
etc.).

4.6.1

Past Land Uses

A Stage 1 Archaeological Assessment will be conducted to determine pre-contact and historic land uses of the
onshore portion of the Project Area. If necessary, a Stage 2 Archaeological Assessment (or additional studies)
will also be conducted.
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4.6.1.1

Potential Contamination

A Record of Site Condition will be requested to determine if there have been any recorded incidences of
contamination on the portion of the Project that is located on the mainland. It is unlikely that contamination
issues exist in the onshore Project Area due to the predominantly agricultural nature of past land uses.

4.6.2

Current Land Uses

The onshore portion of the Project will be located within the Town of Greater Napanee, within Lennox and
Addington County, Ontario. Canadian Land Inventory (CLI) land use data (CLI. 2010. from
http://geogratis.cgdi.gc.ca/cgi-bin/geogratis/cli/landuse.pl, accessed on April 15, 2010) demonstrate the
predominance of pasture and forage crops, and some productive woodlands, in the vicinity of the onshore area.
Current land uses are also outlined in the Town of Greater Napanee Official Plan.

4.6.2.1

Town of Greater Napanee Zoning By-Law

The Town of Greater Napanee Zoning By Law (Town of Greater Napanee. 2002. By-Law 02-22: The Zoning ByLaw of the Corporation of the Town of Greater Napanee) makes reference to wind power generation whereby
nothing in the by-law shall apply to prevent the erection, alteration or use of a windmill provided the principal use
is a use permitted within the zone in which it is located.

4.6.2.2

Potential Effects on Land Use

The loss of agricultural lands as a result of the Project represents an insignificant potential interaction between
the Project and land use; however, because the proportion of land that would be lost to onshore Project-related
infrastructure, and access roads is small relative to the size of the agricultural land in the County of Lennox and
Addington, this effect is not considered significant and no further assessment on land use is required.

4.6.3

Local businesses and facilities

The County of Lennox and Addington and the Town of Greater Napanee enjoy a diversified economy. The four
main employment sectors, classified by industry, in the Town of Greater Napanee, according to the 2006 Census
(Statistics Canada. 2006. Community Profiles: Greater Napanee, Town) are as follows, with approximate
percentage of the total experienced labour force in parentheses:



Business Services (15%);



Manufacturing (13%);



Retail Trade (12%); and



Health Care and Social Services (11%)

The main employers in the County of Lennox and Addington, according to the County of Lennox and Addington
Economic Development Office (with approximate number of employees in parentheses) are:



Goodyear Canada Inc. (685);
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County of Lennox and Addington (415);



Millhaven institution (400);



Bath Institution (275);



Bombardier Transportation (215); and



Lennox and Addington County General Hospital (215).

Agriculture and Tourism are also important parts of the economic and cultural fabric of these communities. The
County of Lennox and Addington has 16 public elementary schools, 4 catholic elementary schools, 3 secondary
schools, 1 32-bed hospital and 4 small airports.

4.6.4

Potential Effects on Businesses and Facilities

There are no businesses located within 300 m of the onshore Project components, therefore no effects of the
Project are expected on these resources.

4.7

Natural Resources

No significant natural resources are identified within 300 m of the onshore portion of the Study Area.

4.7.1

Potential Effects on Natural Resources

There are no significant natural resources within 300 m of the onshore portion of the Project Area, therefore the
Project is not likely to have significant adverse effects on the current or future use or extraction of natural
resources from the Project area.

4.8

Recreation Areas

The Project is situated between the main St. Lawrence Seaway Channel (southwest bound) and the St.
Lawrence Seaway Channel (northeast bound). Recreational fishing activities are known to occur within the
Project area. Recreational fishing may be restricted during the Site Preparation and Construction, and
Decommissioning Phases, due to public health and safety issues, however will be unrestricted during the
Operations Phase of the Project. An interaction with recreational SCUBA diving is also identified. The Project
is located in close proximity to Main Duck Island, which is owned by the Government of Canada and there is only
limited daytime public access to the island. Parks Canada is responsible for the island, however currently it has
no management plan.

4.8.1

Potential Effects on Recreation Areas

It is expected that any effects of the Project on recreation areas will be temporary and short-term and therefore
not significant.
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4.8.2

Telecommunications

Electromagnetic interference represents a potential effect of the Project on telecommunications infrastructure
near the Project Area. The Radio Advisory Board of Canada will be consulted with regards to existing
telecommunications services and the Project’s potential to impact these services.

4.9

Provincial and Local Infrastructure

The road capacity and local traffic could be affected during construction and decommissioning phases of the
Project. The delivery of construction equipment and infrastructure, and construction of new access roads, could
result in a temporary increase in slower moving traffic volume on local roads. The construction and/or
decommissioning activities next to or in road easements could also result in temporary disruptions to the flow of
traffic on some local roads. However, the changes in traffic volume are expected to be minimal and no
appreciable change to traffic flow is anticipated as a result of the Project (Figure 5, at the end of this report,
shows local and provincial roads in proximity to the Project Area).
Figure 5: Local and Provincial Roads in Proximity to the Project Area is found at the end of this report.
Figure 5: Local and Provincial Roads in Proximity to the Project Area

Although it is unlikely that transportation of onshore Project components on local roads would result in damage
to the roads, Trillium will consult with the County and Town to ensure that any potential road damage resulting
from equipment delivery is avoided where possible and suitable mitigation and repair measures are in place. A
survey to determine the roads/travel routes within the Project Area capable of accommodating the oversized
vehicles and heavy loads associated with construction and decommissioning will be conducted in conjunction
with the Town prior to delivery of onshore Project components and construction machinery, if necessary. Given
the availability of alternate routes, any required upgrading or other construction works are not likely to
substantially affect traffic congestion or travel times.
A small number of short, temporary new access roads may be constructed as part of this Project. The
construction of new access roads will require separate permit approvals outside of the REA process.
Appropriate permits will be obtained from provincial and municipal agencies, including (but not limited to) the
Ministry of Transportation (MTO) and the County and/or Municipality.
If a road safety program is required by local governments (Town or County) the construction contractor and/or
Trillium will oversee the implementation of a road safety program during the detailed design phase, which may
include measures such as signage, road closures, speed restrictions, truck lighting, load restrictions and
equipment inspections.

4.10
4.10.1

Public Health and Safety
Site Preparation and Construction

Public safety hazards are present on any construction site and require the implementation of appropriate safety
measures to prevent incidents from occurring. One such hazard that exists during construction is the operation
of heavy machinery. Typical construction equipment to be used for construction of the onshore Project
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components (including roads and buried lines) includes tracked bulldozers, excavators, tippers and dumpers.
Various large truck and trailer combinations will be used to transport these components to the site. For the
offshore Project components, a specialized high-lift crane barge will be used for tower section, turbine and blade
erection. Transport barges and tugs will be used to transport the turbines, substations components, and
underwater cables to the site. Additional vehicles will be used for personnel and small equipment transport to
and at the site.
During construction of the offshore Project components, working areas will be established and temporarily
marked according to the IALA MBS. This will include buoys, notices to mariners, radio navigation warnings, and
notices to airmen in advance and during construction. In addition, guard ships may also be used to reduce the
risk to public health and safety.
During turbine erection, workers will be required to work over water which poses a safety risk. Installation of
onshore buried cable that will require the excavation of trenches approximately one metre in depth on public
property. Excavated trenches could pose a risk of injury to both the public and construction workers.
In order to ensure public safety for the duration of the Site Preparation and Construction Phase for the onshore
Project components, Trillium or the construction contractor will ensure that the following safety measures are
implemented as appropriate:



Appropriate warning signage;



Speed restrictions;



Road closures;



Vehicle lighting;



Safety fencing surrounding trenches, or work space, as necessary; and



Traffic direction.

4.10.2 Operations
4.10.2.1
Ice Throw
Under special meteorological conditions, exposed structures, including wind turbines, can become covered with
ice. During the operation of the turbines during these icing conditions, fragments of ice can be thrown off the
blades due to aerodynamic and centrifugal forces. Alternatively, they can fall from the turbine when it is shut
down or idling without power production (Seifert et al., 2003; Tammelin and Seifert, 2001). The distance that the
ice could be thrown while a turbine is in operation is dependent on several variables, including the rotor azimuth,
the rotor speed, the local radius, the wind speed, and the geometry and mass of the ice fragments. While falling
ice and ice throw both have the limited potential to cause personal injury or damage to property, the risks
associated with ice thrown from an operating turbine are greater than those associated with a stationary turbine
due to the potential distance involved (Garrad Hassan, 2007).
The location of the turbines is approximately 17 km offshore, and approximately 35 km from the nearest
municipality and there is no risk to the general public regarding ice throw. Although the area will be used by
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recreational boaters, it is unlikely that they would be in the area of the turbines in conditions where ice throw is a
risk. Turbine maintenance personnel would be briefed of the potential dangers and the risk would be minimal.

4.10.2.2

Catastrophic Failure

Any tall structure has the potential to collapse. There is also a limited potential for blade detachment during
severe weather conditions. Both of these scenarios are highly unlikely and because of the location of the
turbines, they pose no risk to the general public. During the severe weather events when this limited potential
might exist, the wave and wind conditions on the Lake will preclude recreational boaters from being in the area.

4.10.2.3

Electric and Magnetic Frequencies

Electric and magnetic fields (EMF) are invisible forces that surround any electrical device. On a daily basis,
people are continually exposed to EMF at extremely low frequencies (ELF) (3 to 300 Hz). Natural lighting,
appliances, fluorescent lighting, power cords, hair dryers or larger outdoor distribution or transmission lines, all
represent sources of EMF.
Since cabling will be underwater or below ground, there is no risk of human exposure to EMF from the Project.

4.10.2.4

Shadow Flicker

Due to the offshore location of the turbines, there are no nearby receptors, therefore there is no issue due to
shadow flicker.

4.10.3

Decommissioning

The activities conducted during the Decommissioning Phase will be similar to those during the Site Preparation
and Construction Phase. All appropriate mitigation measures, as outlined in the Site Preparation and
Construction Phase will be utilized during this phase.

4.11

Areas Protected under Provincial Plans and Policies

The Project is not located in an area protected by provincial plans or policies.
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Coordinates of Offshore Wind Turbine Generators
Row_# East
1_1
1_2
1_3
1_4
1_5
1_6
1_7
1_8
1_9
1_10
2_1
2_2
2_3
2_4
2_5
2_6
2_7
2_8
2_9
2_10
2_11
2_12
3_1
3_2
3_3
3_4
3_5
3_6
3_7
3_8
3_9
3_10
3_11
3_12
4_1
4_2
4_3
4_4
4_5
4_6
4_7
4_8
4_9
4_10
4_11
4_12
4_13
5_1

367759
368109
368482
368880
369299
369743
370211
370703
371224
371778
367013
367347
367704
368081
368480
368899
369338
369797
370280
370787
371319
371878
366597
366940
367301
367681
368082
368498
368934
369365
369862
370357
370873
371417
365853
366182
366532
366898
367281
367681
368098
368529
368980
369448
369931
370436
370963
365114

North
4865603
4865253
4864940
4864664
4864418
4864211
4864039
4863906
4863815
4863774
4865352
4864978
4864641
4864331
4864054
4863808
4863593
4863408
4863260
4863148
4863073
4863043
4864718
4864360
4864025
4863721
4863445
4863196
4862977
4862787
4862623
4862493
4862396
4862338
4864474
4864091
4863741
4863413
4863112
4862839
4862590
4862362
4862165
4861992
4861850
4861732
4861647
4864233

Row_# East
5_2
5_3
5_4
5_5
5_6
5_7
5_8
5_9
5_10
5_11
5_12
5_13
5_14
6_1
6_2
6_3
6_4
6_5
6_6
6_7
6_8
6_9
6_10
6_11
6_12
6_13
7_1
7_2
7_3
7_4
7_5
7_6
7_7
7_8
7_9
7_10
7_11
7_12
8_1
8_2
8_3
8_4
8_5
8_6
8_7
8_8
8_9
8_10
8_11

365437
365773
366127
366496
366880
367281
367695
368126
368573
369033
369516
370008
370521
364693
365020
365365
365722
366095
366480
366881
367295
367723
368165
368624
369096
369582
364276
364608
364955
365317
365692
366081
366482
366894
367323
367763
368214
368682
363859
364198
364550
364914
365291
365681
366081
366496
366920
367357
367807

North
4863838
4863470
4863123
4862804
4862506
4862232
4861976
4861750
4861546
4861364
4861207
4861080
4860977
4863590
4863207
4862845
4862508
4862191
4861897
4861623
4861371
4861137
4860928
4860740
4860576
4860437
4862957
4862580
4862227
4861892
4861579
4861287
4861014
4860762
4860525
4860315
4860121
4859945
4862323
4861958
4861609
4861280
4860970
4860681
4860408
4860152
4859916
4859700
4859500

Row_# East
9_1
9_2
9_3
9_4
9_5
9_6
9_7
9_8
9_9
9_10
9_11
10_1
10_2
10_3
10_4
10_5
10_6
10_7
10_8
10_9
10_10
11_1
11_2
11_3
11_4
11_5
11_6
11_7
12_1
12_2
12_3
12_4
12_5
13_1
13_2
13_3
13_4
13_5
14_1
14_2
14_3
S1
S2

363113
363445
363788
364144
364511
364891
365280
365681
366095
366519
366954
362696
363032
363380
363739
364107
364490
364879
365282
365692
366116
362281
362622
362972
363333
363706
364086
364480
361869
362212
362566
362930
363303
361456
361804
362161
362527
362900
361396
361755
362121
363462
366137

North
4862076
4861696
4861337
4860993
4860668
4860361
4860072
4859802
4859546
4859306
4859085
4861443
4861072
4860716
4860378
4860056
4859752
4859463
4859192
4858937
4858697
4860813
4860448
4860098
4859763
4859444
4859143
4858854
4860185
4859826
4859480
4859151
4858835
4859561
4859205
4858864
4858539
4858226
4858587
4858249
4857924
4862379
4864940

Note:
Coordinates are in UTM Zone 18N, NAD83 format
Coordinates as presented are subject to change
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Aids to Navigation for TPW1

Marine Aids
Referencing the IALA Recommendation O‐139 “Marking of Man‐Made Offshore
Structures” document Edition 1, Dec 2008.
The TPW1 windfarm consists of 138 wind turbines and two offshore sub‐stations
situated within the windfarm. The boundaries of the windfarm have been created
such that there is at least a 500m clearance from the defined Lake Ontario upbound
and downbound shipping lanes.
Every offshore structure including the interior structures will have a variety of
markings including yellow paint from the Highest Astronomical Tide (Mean Lake
Level in the case of the Great Lakes) to 15m up the tower. Access platform, ladders,
and doorway will be lit. Also, identifying characters will be painted on the tower of
1m text height visible from all directions.
The structures around the edges of the windfarm are the most critical locations for
Aids to Navigation (AtoN) and thus some will have more significant equipment than
the interior locations. With a total of 140 structures, 39 are on the periphery and
select locations will require extra AtoN to facilitate safe navigation around the
windfarm structures. Structures at a corner of the windfarm layout will be
designated a Significant Peripheral Structure (SPS), intermediate structures will also
be selected around the periphery.
Each SPS will be lit with the IALA “Special Mark” yellow flashing lights 15m above
mean lake level. Flashing character will be Morse Code “U” (sequence ‐ dot, dot,
dash) with a period of 10 seconds. SPS lighting will be visible from all directions,
synchronized so flashing is in unison, and have a visible range of no less than 5
nautical miles. An SPS must be located at least every 3 nautical miles around the
periphery of the windfarm. Foghorns will be mounted on each SPS.
If the spacing between two SPS’s is greater than 2 nautical miles, an intermediate
structure will be lit with yellow flashing lights 15 m above mean lake level. The
lights will be visible from all directions and have a synchronized flashing sequence
distinctly different than the SPS. The visible range of light will be no less than 2
nautical miles. Foghorns will be mounted on each intermediate structure.
During construction, working areas will be established and temporarily marked
according to the IALA Maritime Buoyage System (MBS). This will include buoys,
notices to mariners, radio navigation warnings, notices to airmen in advance and
during construction. Guard ships may also be used.

Aeronautical Aids
Aeronautical obstruction warning lights will be mounted on the top of the nacelle of
each SPS and intermediate structure. The flashing lights will be medium intensity at
2,000 candelas red at night and will as far as practical not be visible below the
horizontal plane.

The figure below shows the Aids to Navigation that will be used for TPW1.

International Association of Marine Aids to
Navigation and Lighthouse Authorities

IALA Recommendation
O-139
On

AISM Association Internationale de Signalisation Maritime IALA

The Marking of Man-Made
Offshore Structures

Edition 1
December 2008
This Recommendation incorporates and supersedes previously issued
IALA Recommendations 114, 116, 117, 131, which are now withdrawn.

20ter, rue Schnapper, 78100
Saint Germain en Laye, France
Telephone +33 1 34 51 70 01 Telefax +33 1 34 51 82 05
E-mail - iala-aism@wanadoo.fr Internet - http://iala-aism.org
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Recommendation O-139 – The Marking of Man-made Offshore Structures
December 2008

Recommendation on The Marking of Man-Made Offshore
Structures
(Recommendation O-139)

THE COUNCIL:
RECALLING the function of IALA with respect to Safety of Navigation, the efficiency of
maritime transport and the protection of the environment;
RECOGNISING that there is an increase in new and emerging uses of ocean and coastal
waters, subsoil and seabed, an increase of seaborne trade, increasing demands of energy
resources, increasing recreational use and increasing pollution threats from both ocean
uses and an expansion of coastal populations.
RECOGNISING ALSO the number and types of man-made structures being built in the
maritime environment are increasing.
RECOGNISING ALSO the need to provide consistency in marking different types of
offshore structures which may be a danger to navigation,
RECOGNISING ALSO that it is a matter for a National Authority to decide on whether a
man-made structure needs to be marked, depending on the risk involved and the level of
traffic.
RECOGNISING ALSO that IMO Resolution A.672(16), dated 6th December 1989,
established Guidelines and Standards for the Removal of Offshore Installations and
Structures on the Continental Shelf and in the Exclusive Economic Zone, which
incorporate requirements for such installations and structures, whilst being removed, to be
marked in accordance with IALA Recommendations.
RECOGNISING FURTHER that marking is to improve the safety to navigation and protect
the structures themselves,
ADOPTS the recommendation on the Marking of Man-Made Offshore Structures as set
out in the following Sections.
NOTING that the content of recommendations for marking as outlined in IALA
Recommendations, O-114 “The Marking of Offshore Structures” Edition 1 May 1998, O116 “The Marking of Aquaculture Farms” Edition 2 June 2007, O-117 “The Marking of
Offshore Wind Farms” Edition 2 December 2004 and O-131 “The Marking of Offshore
Wave and Tidal Energy Devices” Edition 1 June 2005 have been consolidated as
separate sections within this Recommendation,
RECOMMENDS that Members ensure that the marking of man-made structures conforms
to the standards and practices specified in the following Sections of this recommendation;
and
CONSOLIDATES IALA Recommendations, O-114, O-116, O-117 and O-131 within one
document.

*

*

*
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Annex

Recommendation O-139 – The Marking of Man-made
Offshore Structures
1

INTRODUCTION

There has been an increasing development in man-made structures at sea, which may affect
shipping. These structures can be: isolated or in groups, close or far away from the shore,
small or big-sized, and close or far apart from commercial navigation zones.
IALA is monitoring the developments of these structures and will continue to create and update
documentation as required to ensure clear and unambiguous marking of waterways for safe
navigation, protection of the environment and protection of the structures themselves.
Authorities facing problems in this field are invited to bring them to the attention of IALA to
obtain advice on current practice.
An inventory and examples of Man-Made Offshore Structures can be found in Appendix 1.
The following sections of this Document detail the updated IALA Recommendations for the
marking of each offshore structure type considered in Appendix 1.
The marking of offshore structures should be implemented using these recommendations as a
minimum requirement.
In section 3 of this Annex, attention is drawn to the need to re-examine and if necessary update
these Recommendations from time to time with the advances in this technology.
1.1

Scope

These recommendations are for the guidance and information of stakeholders such as National
Administrations, Lighthouse Authorities, Aviation Authorities and other competent Authorities,
Aids to Navigation providers, and the Contractors and Developers involved in each type of
structures mentioned in the following sections.
1.2

Field of Application

These Recommendations apply to all structures fixed in position temporarily or permanently
which extend above or below the surface of the sea and which are obstructions to navigation,
e.g. structures used for drilling or exploring for minerals, oil production platforms, oil well
protective jackets or ocean data platforms. Structures specially established as aids to
navigation are excluded.
1.3

Information

Responsible authorities must ensure that shipping and other stakeholders will be informed of all
marking in accordance with these Recommendations, published in nautical documents and by
promulgation of navigational warnings (in accordance with the SOLAS Convention)

2

MARKING OF OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

Man Made Offshore structures present very different characteristics between each other
(Appendix 1). Therefore, these structures have been grouped in the following manner
•

Section 2.1: Offshore Structures in General not included in Sections 2.2 to 2.4

•

Section 2.2: Aquaculture Farms
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•

Section 2.3: Wind farms

•

Section 2.4: Wave and Tidal Energy Devices

It is important to consider that the marking of offshore structures is important during the different
phases of their existence, i.e. construction of the structure, operation and also when the
operation has finished and the structure remains a hazard to navigation.
2.1
2.1.1

MARKING OF OFFSHORE STRUCTURES IN GENERAL
General

Offshore Structures, in general, are those that can be found in Appendix 1 and are not included
in Sections 2.2 to 2.4.
Consultation between the stakeholders such as Developers, National Administrations, Aids to
Navigation (AtoN) Authorities, Competent Authorities and Contractors should take place at an
early stage. In general, development of all structures mentioned in this Section should not
prejudice the safe use of Traffic Separation Schemes, Inshore Traffic Zones, recognised sea
lanes and safe access to anchorages, harbours and places of refuge. On a case-by-case basis,
National Authorities may consider establishing Exclusion or Safety Zones, which would prohibit
or restrict vessels from entering groups of Offshore Structures in General. Such information
should be shown on the navigation chart, as appropriate.
2.1.2

Marking

The Offshore Structures mentioned in this section should be marked as a single unit or a block
or field as follows:
1

Any structure shall be marked at night by one or more white lights so constructed and
fixed as to ensure that at least one light is visible upon approaching the structure from any
direction.

2

The lights shall be placed not less than 6m and not more than 30m above Mean High
Water Springs (MHWS) with a minimum effective intensity of 1400 candelas. The lights
shall be operated in unison with a flashing character according to Morse letter « U » (• •
 ) and with a maximum period of 15 seconds. The vertical distribution of the projected
beam shall be such that the light will be visible from the immediate vicinity of the structure
to the maximum luminous range of the light.

3

The horizontal and vertical extremities of the structure shall be adequately marked in a
manner determined by the Authority and in conformity with the requirements of air
navigation regulations.

4

Each structure shall, where practicable, display identification panels with black letters or
numbers 1 m high on a yellow background visible in all directions. These panels shall be
easily visible in daylight as well as at night, either by the use of illumination or retroreflecting material.

5

Each structure may carry one or more sound signals so constructed and fixed as to be
audible upon approaching the structure from any direction.

6

The sound signals should be placed not less than 6m and not more than 30m above
MHWS with a range of at least 2 nautical miles. The character shall be rhythmic blasts
corresponding to Morse letter « U » (• •  ) every 30 seconds.

7

The minimum duration of the short blast shall be 0.75 seconds. The sound signals shall
be operated when the meteorological visibility is two nautical miles or less.
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8

Where there is a requirement to identify a particular structure, a radar beacon may be
fitted. The range and code shall be determined by the authority. Any radar beacon on a
temporary uncharted structure shall be coded « D » (  • • ).

9

Where a number of structures are situated so that the safety of navigation in the area may
be secured without each of the structures being individually equipped with lights and
sound signals, in accordance with these recommendations, or where the Authority
considers that local conditions permit a relaxation of the requirements for the intensity of
the light, the Authority shall determine what marking shall be applied.

10

Wherever deemed necessary by the authority, buoys or beacons shall be placed to mark
the perimeter of a group of structures, or to mark channels through a group of structures,
or to mark any fixed structure while being erected or dismantled. The characteristics of
such marks shall be determined by the Authority in accordance with the IALA Maritime
Buoyage System (MBS).

11

Where underwater obstructions, such as submerged wells or pipelines, exist in depths of
water so as to be a hazard to surface borne vessels, they should be adequately marked in
accordance with the IALA MBS.

2.1.3

Considerations During Construction / Decommissioning

During the construction / decommissioning of Offshore Structures in General, working areas
should be established and marked in accordance with the IALA MBS. National Authorities
should also consider the use of guard ships in areas of high traffic density.
Notices to Mariners, Radio Navigational Warnings – NAVTEX and/or broadcast warnings must
be promulgated in advance of and during any offshore wave and/or tidal energy extraction
device construction.
Where individual offshore structures in general extend above the surface, careful consideration
needs to be given to any additional temporary marking that may be required during the
construction / decommissioning phase.
When decommissioning such devices, the Authority should ensure that the operator / contractor
is obliged to remove all obstruction, so that the sea bed is returned to its original depth and
topography. In the event that any residue or obstruction remains that, in the opinion of the Aids
to Navigation Authority, constitutes a danger to navigation, then the residue or obstruction shall
be marked according to the authority’s requirements.
2.1.4

Additional marking

Authorities may, in special cases due to navigational requirements, demand that additional
marking equipment are needed such as:
•

A high intensity light with specific character

•

Maritime radio beacon with specially determined range, frequency and character.

•

Radar beacon with specific range and character

•

Buoys in accordance with the IALA MBS
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2.2

MARKING OF OFFSHORE AQUACULTURE FARMS

2.2.1

General

When an aquaculture farm/s is considered to represent a danger to navigation, it should be
marked in accordance with the IALA MBS, using special marks, lateral or cardinal marks, or a
combination thereof. The use of electronic AtoNs such as racons or AIS may also be
considered. The farm (or group of farms) should be marked depending on their size, extent and
location. In some cases, it may be sufficient to mark only part of the perimeter or the centre.
Administrations should bear in mind that the marking recommendations herein may be adjusted
considering traffic density, proximity to ports, proximity to dangers, tidal considerations and
other factors.
•

Aquaculture farms are normally marked by special marks;

•

If there is a requirement for vessel traffic between aquaculture farms, then such a
channel should normally be marked with lateral marks;

•

If the prevailing situation warrants it, cardinal marking alone may be used to direct
mariners away from the aquaculture farm;

•

To improve the effectiveness of the lighting, and taking into consideration
background lighting, synchronization of the various lights should be considered;

•

To improve the radar target and the visibility of the aquaculture farm, radar reflectors
and reflective material should be considered.
Examples can be found in Section 2.2.2. The marking denoted in those examples is the
minimum recommended marking arrangement with special marks.
2.2.2

Marking Examples

Aquaculture farms can be of various regular and irregular shapes and sizes but are usually
either Rectangular or Circular.
2.2.2.1 Rectangular aquaculture farms
Should be marked according to the length of the sides.
Example 1
Size:
side A and side B ≤ 500 metres.
Minimum Marking Arrangement:

Figure 1

A light in the middle of a rectangular aquaculture farm
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Example 2
Size:
side A (sea side and coast side) ≤ 2500 metres
side B (lateral side) ≤ 500 metres.
Minimum Marking Arrangement:

Figure 2

A light on each sea corner and a daymark on each coast corner of a rectangular
aquaculture farm.

Example 3
Size:
side A (sea side and coast side) ≤ 500 metres
side B (lateral side) ≤ 2500 metres.
Minimum Marking Arrangement:

Figure 3

A light on one of the sea corners, a light on the diagonally opposite coast corner and
daymarks on the other two corners of a rectangular aquaculture farm.
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Example 4
Size:
side A and side B > 500 and ≤ 2500 metres such as A × B ≤ 2.250.000 metres2.
Minimum Marking Arrangement:

Figure 4

Lights on diagonally opposite corners and daymarks on the other two corners of a
rectangular aquaculture farm.
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Example 5
Size:
side A and side B > 900 and ≤ 2.500 metres
such as A × B > 2.250.000 metres2 and ≤ 6.250.000 metres2
Minimum Marking Arrangement:

Figure 5

A light at each corner of a rectangular aquaculture farm.
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2.2.2.2 Circular aquaculture farms
Should be marked according to the length of their radius.
Example 1
Size:
radius ≤ 250 metres.
Minimum Marking Arrangement:

Figure 6

A light in the centre of a circular aquaculture farm

Example 2
Size:
radius > 250 and ≤ 1000 metres.
Minimum Marking Arrangement:

Figure 7

Two lights, 180 degrees apart on the circumference of a circular aquaculture farm
and two daymarks on the circumference positioned 90 degrees to the lights.
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Example 3
Size:
radius > 1000 and ≤ 2000 metres.
Minimum Marking Arrangement:

Figure 8

Three lights, 120 degrees apart on the circumference of a circular aquaculture farm.

Example 4
Size:
radius > 2000 metres.
Minimum Marking Arrangement:

Figure 9

Three lights, 120 degrees apart on the circumference of a circular aquaculture farm
and three daymarks on the circumference positioned 60 degrees to the lights.
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2.3
2.3.1

MARKING OF OFFSHORE WINDFARMS
General

When mentioning Windfarms, the following are included: Meteorological Mast, Wind Generator
and Wind Farm, as defined in Appendix 1.
Consultation between the stakeholders such as Developers, National Administrations,
Lighthouse Authorities, Aviation Authorities, AtoN providers, Competent Authorities and wind
farm contractors and developers should take place at an early stage. In general, development
of offshore energy structures or wind farms should not prejudice the safe use of Traffic
Separation Schemes, Inshore Traffic Zones, recognised sea lanes and safe access to
anchorages, harbours and places of refuge. On a case-by-case basis, National Authorities may
consider establishing Exclusion or Safety Zones, which would prohibit or restrict vessels from
entering wind farms. Such information should be shown on the navigation chart, as appropriate.
In order to avoid confusion from a proliferation of Aids to Navigation in a high-density wind farm,
full consideration should be given to the use of synchronised lighting, different light characters
and varied light ranges.
Some IALA members have carried out trials on wind farms to identify whether interference to
radar, radio navigation and radio communications is experienced. Trials indicate that wind farm
structures affect shipborne and shore based radar systems. This interference returned radar
responses strong enough to produce interfering side lobe, multiple and reflected echoes.
Bearing discrimination was also reduced by the magnitude of the response. It has been
determined that passage close to a wind farm boundary, or within the wind farm itself, could
affect the vessel’s ability to fully comply with the International Regulations for the Prevention of
Collisions at Sea. Administrations / developers should keep this information in mind when
designing wind farms, and they may wish to carry out individual trials to verify the impact of the
wind farm on navigation.
There has been some evidence that scouring at the bases of wind generators in areas of strong
tides or currents has resulted in significant deposits of material in other locations. Some
authorities have insisted on fitting depth monitoring devices to wind generators to measure
scour. This may need to be considered when approving wind farm proposals/locations.
2.3.2

Marking of Individual Structures (Wind Turbines)

The tower of every wind generator should be painted yellow all round from the level of Highest
Astronomical Tide (HAT) to 15 metres or the height of the Aid to Navigation, if fitted, whichever
is greater.
Alternative marking may include horizontal yellow bands of not less than 2 metres in height and
separation.
Consideration may be given to the use of additional retro reflective material.
Due to the increased danger posed by an isolated structure, it should be lighted with a white
light flashing Morse code « U » (• •  )
2.3.2.1 Aids to Navigation for marking Individual Structures
The AtoNs on the structure of a wind generator should be mounted below the lowest point of the
arc of the rotor blades. They should be exhibited at a height of at least 6 metres above the level
of the HAT. Aids to Navigation on wind turbines should comply with IALA Recommendations
and have an availability of not less than 99.0% (IALA Category 2 – see IALA NAVGUIDE).
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15 metres
HAT

Height of AtoN,
if fitted

15 metres
HAT

Figure 10 Sample marking of an individual wind turbine
2.3.3

Marking of Groups of Structures (Wind Farms)

A Significant Peripheral Structure (SPS) is the ‘corner’ or other significant point on the periphery
of the wind farm. Every individual SPS should be fitted with lights visible from all directions in
the horizontal plane. These lights should be synchronized to display an IALA ‘special mark’
characteristic, flashing yellow, with a range of not less than five (5) nautical miles.
As a minimum, lights on individual SPSs should exhibit synchronised flashing characteristics,
however Administrations should consider the synchronisation of all SPSs. In the case of a large
or extended wind farm, the distance between SPSs should not normally exceed three (3)
nautical miles.
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Selected intermediate structures on the periphery of a wind farm other than the SPSs, should
be marked with flashing yellow lights which are visible to the mariner from all directions in the
horizontal plane. The flash character of these lights should be distinctly different from those
displayed on the SPSs, with a range of not less than two (2) nautical miles. The lateral distance
between such lit structures or the nearest SPS should not exceed two (2) nautical miles.
2.3.3.1 Aids to Navigation for marking Wind Farms
In addition to the use of lights for marking the SPSs and selected intermediate peripheral
structures of a wind farm, further consideration should be given to the use of:
•

Lighting all peripheral structures;

•

Lighting all structures within the wind farm;

•

Racons;

•

Radar Reflectors and Radar Target Enhancers; and/or

•
AIS as an Aid to Navigation.
It is important that these AtoNs be used with care to mark the grouping of wind generators.
Consideration may be given to the provision of sound signals where appropriate, taking into
account the prevailing visibility, topography and vessel traffic conditions. The typical range of
such a sound signal should not be less than two (2) nautical miles.
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SPS - lights visible from all directions in the horizontal plane. These
lights should be synchronized to display an IALA ‘special mark’
characteristic, flashing yellow, with a range of not less than five (5)
nautical miles

SPS

I

Intermediate structures on the periphery of a wind farm other than the
SPSs - marked with flashing yellow lights which are visible to the mariner
from all directions in the horizontal plane with a flash character distinctly
different from those displayed on the SPSs and with a range of not less
than two (2) nautical miles

SPS

SPS

< 2 nm

SPS

I

< 3 nm
SPS

I
SPS

Figure 11 Sample marking of a wind farm
2.3.4

Considerations During Construction

During the construction of an offshore wind farm, working areas should be established and
marked in accordance with the IALA MBS. National Authorities should also consider the use of
guard ships in areas of high traffic density.
Notices to Mariners, Radio Navigational Warnings and Notices to Airmen must be promulgated
in advance of and during any offshore wind farm construction.
Power cables between wind generators, between wind generators and the transformer station,
and between the transformer station and the shore should be sufficiently trenched to avoid
exposure from scouring / sand migration or trawling activities.
2.3.5

Additional Considerations

Depending on the marking, lighting and lateral separation of the peripheral structures, the
additional marking of the individual structures within a wind farm may be considered as follows:
•

Lighting of each structure;
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•

Individual structures unlighted with retro-reflective areas;

•

Individual structures illuminated with down-lights on ladders and access platforms;

•

Use of flashing yellow lights with a range of not less than two (2) nautical miles;

•

Identifying numbers on each individual structure, either lit or unlit.

An Electrical transformer station or a meteorological or wind measuring mast, if considered to
be a composite part of the wind farm, should be included as part of the overall wind farm
marking. If not considered to be within the wind farm block it should be marked as an offshore
structure (i.e. a white light flashing Morse code « U » (• •  )).
As far as practicable, Aeronautical obstruction warning lights fitted to the tops of wind
generators should not be visible below the horizontal plane of these lights. Aviation Authorities
should be consulted regarding the specification of such lights.
2.4
2.4.1

MARKING OF OFFSHORE WAVE AND TIDAL ENERGY DEVICES
General

Wave and Tidal Energy Devices include: Tidal Generator, Tidal Generator field, Wave
Generator, Wave Generator field, as defined in Appendix 1.
In general, any risk assessment of offshore wave and tidal extraction devices will likely
determine that, when compared to gas and oil structures, there is a lower risk of either pollution
or loss of life should a vessel foul such an installation. Consequently, the marking requirements
can be mitigated. It should be born in mind that many wave and tidal devices are low freeboard
floating structures that are moored to the seabed. They may be moored in deep or shallow
water and some may be located on the seabed or just below the surface. Surface piercing and
subsurface elements may extend laterally beyond the surface elements. This could include
shared moorings and mid-water connections between units which may also carry electricity,
control signals, hydraulics or pneumatics associated with the units. It should also be noted that
many tidal concepts have fast-moving sub-surface elements such as whirling blades, and these
should be taken into account when identifying the marking requirements.
Consultation between the stakeholders such as Developers, National Administrations, Aids to
Navigation Authorities, Competent Authorities and wave and tidal contractors should take place
at an early stage. In general, development of offshore energy structures should not prejudice
the safe use of Traffic Separation Schemes, Inshore Traffic Zones, recognised sea lanes and
safe access to anchorages, harbours and places of refuge. On a case-by-case basis, National
Authorities may consider establishing Exclusion or Safety Zones, which would prohibit or restrict
vessels from entering Offshore Wave and Tidal Energy fields. Such information should be
shown on the navigation chart, as appropriate.
In order to avoid confusion from a proliferation of Aids to Navigation in a high-density wave and
tidal energy extraction field, full consideration should be given to the use of synchronised
lighting, different light characters and varied light ranges.
There has been some evidence that sea-bed scouring at the bases of offshore renewable
energy installations in areas of strong tides or currents has resulted in significant deposits of
material in other locations. Some authorities have insisted on fitting depth monitoring devices to
such installations to measure scour. This may need to be considered when approving wave
and tidal energy extraction proposals/locations.
2.4.2

Marking

Wave and Tidal energy extraction devices should be marked as a single unit or as a block or
field as follows:
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1

When structures are fixed to the seabed and extend above the surface, they should be
marked in accordance with the recommendations contained in Section 2.3, Marking of
Offshore Windfarms.

2

Areas containing surface or sub-surface energy extraction devices (wave and/or tidal)
should be marked by appropriate navigation buoys in accordance with the IALA MBS,
fitted with the corresponding topmarks and lights. In addition, active or passive radar
reflectors, retro reflecting material, racons and/or AIS transponders should be fitted as the
level of traffic and degree of risk requires.

3

The boundaries of the wave and tidal energy extraction field should be marked by lighted
navigational buoys, so as to be visible to the Mariner from all relevant directions in the
horizontal plane, by day and by night. Taking the results of a risk assessment into
account, lights should have a nominal range of at least 5 (five) nautical miles. The
Northerly, Easterly, Southerly and Westerly boundaries should normally be marked with
the appropriate IALA Cardinal mark. However, depending on the shape and size of the
field, there may be a need to deploy lateral or special marks.

4

In the case of a large or extended energy extraction field, the distance between navigation
buoys that mark the boundary should not normally exceed 3 (three) nautical miles.

5

Taking into account environmental considerations, individual wave and tidal energy
devices within a field which extend above the surface should be painted yellow above the
waterline. Depending on the boundary marking, individual devices within the field need
not be marked. However, if marked, they should have flashing yellow lights so as to be
visible to the mariner from all relevant directions in the horizontal plane. The flash
character of such lights should be sufficiently different from those displayed on the
boundary lights with a range of not less than 2 nautical miles.

6

Consideration should be given to the provision of AIS as an Aid to Navigation on selected
peripheral wave and/or tidal energy devices.

7

A single wave and/or tidal energy extraction structure, standing alone, that extends above
the surface should be painted black, with red horizontal bands, and should be marked as
an Isolated Danger as described in the IALA MBS.

8

In the case of a single wave and/or tidal energy device which is not visible above the
surface but is considered to be a hazard to surface navigation, it should be marked by an
IALA special mark yellow buoy with flashing yellow light with a range of not less than 5
nautical miles, in accordance with the IALA MBS. It should also be noted that many tidal
concepts have fast-moving sub-surface elements such as whirling blades.

9

The Aids to Navigation described herein should comply with IALA Recommendations and
have an appropriate availability, normally not less than 99.0% (IALA Category 2 – see
IALA NAVGUIDE).

10

The relevant Hydrographic Office should be informed of the establishment of an energy
extraction device or field, to permit appropriate charting of same.

11

Notices to Mariners should be issued to publicise the establishment of a wave and/or tidal
energy device or field. The Notice to Mariners should include the marking, location and
extent of such devices/fields.

2.4.3

Considerations During Construction / Decommissioning

During the construction / decommissioning of an offshore wave and/or tidal energy extraction
device or field, working areas should be established and marked in accordance with the IALA
MBS. National Authorities should also consider the use of guard ships in areas of high traffic
density.
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Notices to Mariners, Radio Navigational Warnings – NAVTEX and/or broadcast warnings must
be promulgated in advance of and during any offshore wave and/or tidal energy extraction
device construction.
During construction, power cables between wave and tidal generators, between such
generators and the transformer station, and between the transformer station and the shore
should be sufficiently trenched to avoid exposure from scouring / sand migration or trawling
activities.
Where individual wave and/or tidal energy devices extend above the surface careful
consideration needs to be given to any additional temporary marking that may be required
during the construction / decommissioning phase.
When decommissioning such devices, the Authority should ensure that the operator / contractor
is obliged to remove all obstruction so the sea bed is returned to its original depth and
topography. In the event that any residue or obstruction remains that, in the opinion of the Aids
to Navigation Authority, constitutes a danger to navigation, then the residue or obstruction shall
be marked according to the authority’s requirements.
2.4.4

Contingency Plans

1

Operators of wave and/or tidal energy extraction devices or fields should develop
contingency plans and emergency response plans which address the possibility of
individual devices breaking loose and becoming floating hazards. Automatic location and
tracking devices should be considered.

2

Developers and/or operators should have a reliable maintenance and casualty response
regime in place to ensure the required availability targets are met. This will include having
the necessary AtoN spares on hand, with provision made at the design stage, where
necessary, to ensure safe access.

2.4.5

Additional Considerations

Depending on the marking, lighting and lateral separation of the field boundary, the additional
marking of the individual structures within an energy extraction field, visible above the surface of
the sea, may be considered as follows:
•

Lighting of each structure.

•

Individual structures unlighted with retro-reflective areas.

•

Individual structures illuminated with down-lights on ladders and access platforms.

•

Use of flashing yellow lights with a range of not less than two (2) nautical miles.

•

Identifying numbers on each individual structure, either lit or unlit.

An electrical transformer station or other structure, if considered to be a composite part of the
energy extraction field, should be included as part of the overall marking. If not considered to
be within the boundaries of the field, it should be marked as a single stand alone device as
described in Section 2.4.2 (paragraph 7 refers).
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3

FUTURE REQUIREMENTS

IALA is aware that there is an increasing number of energy devices and structures already in
place with many more planned which may affect shipping.
It is therefore recommended that Authorities should continuously monitor these
Recommendations to ensure that any navigational problems caused by offshore structures are
solved in a satisfactory manner.
Authorities facing problems in this field are invited to bring them to the attention of IALA to
obtain advice based on current practice.
IALA foresees the need to re-examine these Recommendations from time to time, and if
necessary to update them.

4

GLOSSARY

National Authority: the competent National Authority for determining the marking of offshore
structures – hereafter referred to as the Authority.
Effective intensity – the effective intensity of rhythmic lights shall be calculated in accordance
with the IALA Recommendations for the calculation of the effective intensity of a rhythmic light,
November 1980, using the Schmidt-Clausen method of calculation, where this is applicable for
the apparatus concerned.
Energy Extraction Device (EED) - a wave or tidal generator.
Highest Astronomical Tide (HAT) - is the highest level that can be expected to occur under
average meteorological conditions and under any combination of astronomical conditions. HAT
is not an extreme level, as certain meteorological conditions can cause a higher. The level
under these circumstances is known as a 'storm surge'. HAT is determined by inspecting
predicted sea levels over a number of years.
Mean High Water Springs (MHWS). The height of mean high water springs is the average
throughout the year (when the average maximum declination of the moon is 23.5°) of two
successive high waters during those periods of 24 hours when the range of the tide is at its
greatest.
Nautical mile – 1852m.
Significant Peripheral Structure (SPS) - the ‘corner’ wind generator on a rectangular wind
farm or other significant point on the periphery of a wind farm.
Transformer Station (hub) - a special structure within or outside the wave and/or tidal energy
extraction field and/or wind farm to which the individual generators are connected via a power
cable. Power is transferred ashore from the transformer station by submarine cable. A ‘hub’
may be a separate fixed or floating platform, a unit very similar to the generators but carrying
additional power conversion equipment.
Usual range – the usual range of the fog signal shall be calculated in accordance with IALA
Recommendation E-109, on the calculation of the range of a sound signal, dated May, 1998.
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APPENDIX 1
1

INVENTORY OF OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

OFFSHORE STRUCTURES: DEFINITIONS

This Appendix states definitions and gives examples of current offshore structures.
1.1

Aquaculture Farms

Aquaculture is the cultivation of fresh-water and marine species, including molluscs,
crustaceans and aquatic plants. Unlike fishing, aquaculture, also known as aquafarming,
implies the cultivation of aquatic populations under controlled conditions.
Particular kinds of aquaculture include algaculture (the production of kelp/seaweed and other
algae); fish farming; shrimp farming, shellfish farming, and the growing of cultured pearls.
The worldwide practice of aquaculture runs the gamut from low-technology extensive methods
to highly intensive systems.
Aquaculture farms take on a variety of forms including huge tanks, freshwater ponds, and
shallow- or deep-water marine environments. This document will relate to farms in marine
environments.
1.2

Articulated Loading Platform (ALP) (Oil & Gas Permanent Installations)

Figure 12 A diagram of an Articulated Platform
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An ALP is a metal lattice tower, buoyant at one end and attached at the other by a universal
joint to a concrete filled base on the sea bed. The platform may be fitted with a helicopter
platform, emergency accommodation and hawser/hose retrieval.
1.3

Catenary Anchor Leg Mooring (CALM) (Oil & Gas Permanent Installations Loading / Discharge Buoys)

Figure 13 A Catenary Anchor Leg Mooring buoy
CALM systems, are named so for the characteristic curve of the anchor legs that hold the buoy
in position. These buoys are also often referred to as a single buoy mooring, monobuoy or
loading buoy.
CALM buoys can be designed to berth any size tanker up to and including Ultra Large Crude
Carriers (ULCCs).
The main applications of a CALM system are:
•

Short term mooring: for import and export of fluids between onshore or offshore
facilities and a tanker;

•

Permanent Mooring: for production and storage systems;

•

Semi-permanent Mooring: permanent mooring with easy disconnect capability to
evacuate the facility in case of severe weather conditions.
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1.4

Floating Production Storage Offloader (FPSOs) (Loading / Discharge Buoys)

Figure 14 Floating Production Storage Offloader
These are vessels which are usually self powered and make their own way from the builder
yard to the oil fields where they are permanently anchored, and act as floating tanks.
They may be purpose built or can be ships (VLCC, for example) that have passed their active
trading life and were refitted into a FPSO.
1.5

Flotel (Oil & Gas Temporary Structures)

Figure 15 An example of a Flotel
This type of structure is a platform, that is used as an R&R (rest and recuperation) location for
workers; it is not an active rig.
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1.6

LNG Offloading Points

Figure 16 An LNG Offloading Point
These Offloading Points, which are used for loading / unloading LNG, are linked or fixed to the
seabed and include many types of transference structures.
1.7

Meteorological Masts

Figure 17 Meteorological Masts
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Any individual surface structure, usually consisting of an embedded mast or tower with
meteorological measuring instruments.
1.8

Minimum Facility Platform (MFP)

Figure 18 An example of a Minimum Facility Platform
These surface facilities have completed a variety of modules including power generation,
compression, drilling and accommodation. They are designed for simultaneous drilling and
production and have undertaken the construction of many jackets and subsea structures.
1.9

Offshore docks / Loading Islands

Figure 19 Offshore docks / Loading Islands
Floating structures of various types and sizes, moored to the seabed and used for berthing and
loading / unloading cargo.
1.10

Pipes

Underwater or subsea pipes are worldwide used. They are usually made of steel, have a
concrete coating, and depending on the conditions, can be placed by barges with divers
assistance.
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Figure 20 Typical underwater piping

Figure 21 Underwater pipe maintenance
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1.11

Production Platform / Drilling Rigs

Figure 22 An example of a Production Platform
Production Platforms or Drilling Rigs are large structures used to house workers and machinery
needed to drill and/or extract oil and natural gas through wells in the ocean bed. The platform
may be attached to the ocean floor, consist of an artificial island, or be floating.
Many platforms also have remote wellheads attached by umbilical connections, these may be
single wells or a manifold centre for multiple wells.
1.12

Seaplane berth

Figure 23 An example of a Seaplane berth
A Seaplane is a fixed-wing aircraft designed to take off and land on water. A seaplane berth is
a structure that has berthing facilities for these kind of planes, which are generally used for
connecting islands to the mainland.
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1.13

Seawater Intakes / Sewage Outfalls

Figure 24 A Seawater Intake / Sewage Outfall
A seawater supply system can be found in many projects, and it includes Seawater Intakes and
a discharge system. An outlet to a drainage network or a wastewater treatment is the Sewage
Outfall.
1.14

Single Point Mooring (SPM) (Loading / Discharge Buoys)

Figure 25 A Single Point Mooring buoy
Loading Buoys are anchored offshore and serve as a mooring point for tankers to (off)load gas
or fluid products. They are the link between the geostatic subsea manifold connections and the
tanker.
The main purpose of the buoy is to transfer fluids between onshore or offshore facilities and the
moored tanker.
These Buoys are generally referred to as Single Point Mooring systems or ‘SPMs’. They are
also often referred to as Single Buoy Moorings or ‘SBMs’.
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1.15

Tension Leg Platform (TLP) (Oil & Gas Permanent Installations)

Figure 26 A diagram of a Tension Leg Platform
A Tension Leg Platform (TLP) is a buoyant platform held in place by a mooring system. The
TLP’s are similar to conventional fixed platforms except that the platform is maintained on
location through the use of moorings held in tension by the buoyancy of the hull.
The topside facilities (processing facilities, pipelines, and surface trees) of the TLP and most of
the daily operations are the same as for a conventional platform.
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1.16

Tidal Generator

Figure 27 Tidal Generators
Any individual surface or sub-surface structure incorporating a generator, fixed or moored to the
seabed and connected to an electrical terminal via cable(s).
1.17

Tidal Generator Field

Figure 28 A Tidal Generator Field
A group of individual tidal generators, which are located in one block and are considered to be a
unit, fixed or moored to the seabed and/or each other and connected to an electrical terminal
via cable(s).
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1.18

Underwater manifolds / obstructions

Figure 29 An example of an underwater obstruction
This group of structures comprises manifolds and various types of man-made obstructions
placed on the seabed.
1.19

Water Injection Platforms or booster station (WIPs)

Figure 30 A Water Injection Platform
Water injection platforms usually comprise a fixed steel platform, linked to the a wellhead
platform. The integrated topside has water injection facilities, water treatment facilities and
power generation. This platform can also lodge a drilling rig.
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1.20

Wave Generator

Production models will
be coloured yellow, in
accordance with the
Recommendation.

Figure 31 A Wave Generator
Any individual surface or sub-surface structure incorporating a generator, moored to the seabed
and connected to an electrical terminal.
1.21

Wave Generator Field

Production models will
be coloured yellow, in
accordance with the
Recommendation.

Figure 32 A Wave Generator Field
A group of individual wave generators, which are located in one block and are considered to be
a unit, moored to the seabed and/or each other and connected to electrical hub.
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1.22

Wind Generator

Figure 33 A Wind Generator
Any individual surface structure, usually consisting of an embedded mast or tower with rotating blades
and incorporating a generator.

1.23

Wind Farm

Figure 34 A Wind Farm
A group of individual wind generators, which are located in one block and are considered to be
a unit.
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